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ABSTRACT 

Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMSs) are usually composed of general purpose 

machines with automatic tool changing capability and integrated material handling. 

FMSs offer the advantages of high utilization levels and simultaneous production of a 

variety of part types with minimal changeover time. The complexity of FMSs however 

requires sophisticated control. In this dissertation a four level control hierarchy along 

with computationally feasible control algorithms for each level is presented. Decisions 

are made at each level utilizing the flexibility inherent in FMSs. The proposed scheme 

has the advantages of ensuring satisfaction of higher level decisions as lower level 

operating decisions are made, and allows performance and status data collected at 

lower levels to be fed back and influence future high level decisions. 

The top level is concerned with the choice of part types and volumes to be assigned 

to the FMS over the next several months. Within this horizon, production volumes 

are planned for each period, a period typically being between a week and a month in 

length. A linear programming model is used for planning at this level. 

The second level plans daily or shift production. Advantage is taken of the FMSs 

ability to be configured to respond to different part mixes to allocate tools to machines 

so as to minimize holding costs. Separate mathematical programming models are 

formulated to match various FMS environments. A heuristic for solution of a model 

of an automated production flexible enviromnent is detailed. Computational results 

are presented. Extensions of this heuristic to other environments are outlined. 

The third level determines process routes for each part type in order to minimize 
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material handling. Additional tools are loaded on machines when possible to max

imize alternate routings, and using the flexibility offered by FMSs to process parts 

along alternate routes, routing assignments are made to minimize workload assign

ment. These routing assignments are used by level four for actual routing, sequencing 

and material handling path control. The level three model is formulated as a linear 

program and heuristics are used for level four. 

An example is provided to illustrate the completeness of the decision hierarchy 

and the relationships between levels. 
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Chapter 1 

FLEXIBLE MANIJFACTURlNG SYSTEMS 

1.1 Development of Flexible Manufacturing Systems 

Manufacturing can be defined as a process by which raw materials are trans

formed into desired end products. This definition covers a variety of production 

processes including chemical, mechanical and assembly. A large number of manu

facturing processes are concerned with the processing of metals. A number of these 

include machining, or metal removal by cutting. In some cases the primary intent 

of machining may be metal removal, while in other cases it is performed to achieve 

acceptable finish characteristics. Within metal cutting one can identify several dis

tinct categories of operations. Some cutting operations involve generating surfaces 

of rotational symmetry, some are essentially sculpting operations, and other oper

ations improve product finish and tolerances, without removing much metal. The 

nature of the operation usually dictates the machine that can be used for the op

eration. Operations resulting in rotational symmetry are typically performed on 

lathes, while much of sculpting work is done on milling and related machines, and 

finishing work is done on grinding machines or by hand. 

If one examines the history of metal cut ting, it is apparent that since the fabrica

tion of cannon boring machines in the sixteenth century, until the latter part of the 

nineteenth century, the thrust in machine-tool development was towards refining 

the accuracy of machines. Once acceptable levels were acheivable, the emphasis 
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shifted to increasing productivity of machines. It is interesting to note that in 1776, 

J ames Watt, the inventor of the steam engine, was extremely enthusiastic about 

cylinders bored for him by John Wilkinson which were [Lilley 65]: 

"not further from absolute truth than the thickness of a thin sixpence in 

the worst part ... " 

Current tolerances are typically thousandths of an inch for most operations, and 

tolerance specifications of the order of millionths of inches are also used. However, 

as the scale of production became larger, the need for quick turnover times became 

more acute. It was obvious that increasing the number of operations performed on 

a machine would result in fewer machines being visited by a part, hence resulting in 

quicker throughput times. Multiple-spindle drilling machines have been in use since 

1850 [Gilbert 80], but the most radical invention in multiple operation machines 

following it was probably tJ~e turret lathe which typically holds up t? eight tools on 

a rotating turret. This was the first semi-automatic ~achine tool. Later versions of 

this tool allowed automatic turret rotation and tool travel, and different sequences 

could be performed by activating cams and other mechanisms. But setup times 

for such machines were high, and the fixtures used were cumbersome. However, for 

want of a better alternative, they were the mainstay of most machine shops involved 

in small batch production, also known as job shops. In the area of milling, boring 

machines offered the greatest scope for flexibility. These were mainly horizontal 

milling machines, with an indexable work holding platform, which could be rotated 

to bring different faces of the workpiece to the cutter. 
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The early twentieth century witnessed developments in cutting tool materials, 

enabling longer times between tool changes. In terms of machine tool development, 

grinding machines came into their own as major tools in mass production factories, 

serving the dual requirements of high speed production and high precision which 

were essential for mass produced interchangeable components [Wood 80]. 

In addition to the refinement in machine tool hardware, attention was also di

rected at the effect of the layout of these machines on the products being produced. 

Production of complex items requiring operations on multiple machines was be

coming increasingly common. Flow-line production allowed linking of sequential 

operations. [Talavage 88] quotes Adam Smith's writings on such a production pro-

cess: 

"One man draws out the wire, another straightens it, and a third cuts 

it, and a fourth points it, a fifth grinds it at the top for receiving the head; 

to make the head requires two or three distinct operations to put it on is 

a peculiar business, to whiten the pins is another; it is even a trade by 

itself to put them into the paper; and the important business of makin~,,~ _.,

a pin is, in this manner, divided into eighteen distinct operations ... " 

As noted by [Talavage 88], there is no mention of any means of transferring the 

pins between workers, which is an essential element of flow-line production. The 

"Arsenale" of Venice, founded in the 12th century, was one of the first flow lines 

conceived [Britainnica 80]. At it's peak in the 16th century, it employed 16,000 

workers and delivered a new galley every day for 100 days. In [Lilley 65] an example 
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of a flow line production dating as far back as 1833 for the manufacture of biscuits 

is cited, in which work was moved between workers on trays mounted on powered 

rollers. Another example quoted in [Talavage 88] is the use of conveyor belts in the 

meat industry in 1860 for moving carcasses to workers, each of whom had a specific 

task to do. The concept of flow-lines was taken to a new scale by Henry Ford, who 

developed a flow-line on which an engine was progressively assembled in 84 stages 

[Talavage 88]. This significantly reduced production time, leading to cheaper cars, 

and to the unquestioned utility of flow-lines for mass production. 

An extension of flow lines to machining operations led to the development of 

transfer machines and link lines. In such systems, machines required to perform 

all operations on a part are arranged sequentially, and the total machining time 

is divided among these machines. Parts enter the line unmachined, and visit each 

machine in the line in sequence, each machine performing one or more operations on 

the part. At any time, there can be at most as many parts undergoing simultaneous 

operation as there are machines. Upon completion of operations at a given machine, 

the part moves to the next machine for the next set of operations. 

While flow-lines addressed the needs of large scale production, increase in de

mand for specialized products goods resulted in a need for small quantity or batch 

manufacturing methods, which at the same time enjoyed the economic benefits 

of large scale production. Such items had been produced in job-shops. Many job 

shops were, and still are, arranged in a process layout in which machines of the same 

kind are located together, dividing the workshop into bays of similar machines. A 
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methodology for grouping machines and workpieces based on operation require-

ments and operation similarities was later introduced, which led to the "Group 

Technology" concept of the nineteen-fifties. This evolved into the cellular concept 

of manufacture, in which the cells became self-contained units as far as administra-

tion, planning and operation were concerned [Koenigsberger 80]. This production 

type, variety, machine and quantity relationship is well illustrated in Fig 1.1 from 

[Talavage 88]. 

In the 1960's, as in every other field, computers began to influence machine tool 

design. The concept of stored programs in manufacturing held the promise of sig-

nificantly reducing the process planning time for parts. In keeping with the state 

of the technology, early machines utilizing the stored program concept used paper 

tapes, and were called numerically controlled (NG) machines. These can be identi-
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fied as the precursors of flexible manufacturing systems today, and [Jaikumar 89] , 

[Bolwijn 86] classify such machines as the first generation of flexible manufacturing 

systems. 

As computing technology improved, the extent of supervisory control of machine 

that could be delegated to the machine tool computer increased. In addition to 

controlling tool motion, detection of tool wear, tool failure and tool exchange be

came computer supervised tasks. Unattended operation of these machines became 

a realizable goal. A single complex computer numerically controlled (NC) machine 

was now capable of performing a wide variety of operations formerly performed by 

many different machines. Such machines are identified as the second generation of 

flexible manufacturing systems. 

The second generation of flexible manufacturing systems were a disappointment 

from the point of view of machine utilization. While the machines were technological 

landmarks in machine tool development, their introduction did not increase produc

tivity to the levels anticipated. In some cases, system productivity fell [Lewis 81]. 

While each machine itself was a complex and highly efficient piece of equipment, not 

much attention had been paid to the synchronization of the entire system. A need 

was felt for efficient integration of the total system, i.e. computer control of ma

chines and material handling and planning tasks associated with production. This 

level of integration was made possible by advances in computing and networking 

technology. This is identified as the third, and current generation of Flexible Manu

facturing Systems. The operational planning and control of Flexible Manufacturing 
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Systems is the topic of this dissertation. 
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1.2 Flexible Manufacturing Systems 

Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMSs) are computer controlled configurations of 

semi-independent workstations connected by material handling systems, capable of 

automatically manufacturing more than one kind of part at low or medium volumes. 

Such systems are designed to retain the advantages of large scale production without 

incurring the work in progress and setup times traditional job shops involve. The 

overriding economic consideration of these capabilities has been to reduce the effect 

of the economies of scale by an order of magnitude [Jaikumar 89]. For purposes of 

modeling, they may be regarded as networks of machines capable of multiple op

erations, interconnected by automated material handing systems, operating under 

control of distributed computers. 

FMSs were introduced primarily as a means of efficiently producing small- medium 

batches of products. It is easy to identify several advantages of this approach to 

production [Talavage 88]. 

1. Flexible Manufacturing Capability: Flexible manufacturing systems can pro

duce different parts and part mixes. 

2. High Equipment Utilization: Being versatile, each machine can be utilized for 

a wide variety of operations, leading to enhanced utilization. 

3. Reduced Equipment Costs: While the cost of each machine is high, the number 

of machines required are lower than the number of stand alone machines re

quired for the same production. General Electric's replacement of 27 machines 
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with nine, Kearney & Trecker replacement of 67 machines with 11, all at lower 

total costs bear testimony to this. 

4. Reduced Floor Space: A reduction in the number of machines increases the 

free space available. 

5. Reduced Direct Labor Costs: Automated material and tool handling leads to 

a reduction in the level of direct labor required. 

6. Shortened Lead Times: Being flexible, such systems can be reconfigured fast, 

leading to reduced lead times. 

7. Gradual System Degradation: Since machines are capable of overlapping op

erations, a machine being temporarily out of commission will not necessarily 

result in catastrophic system breakdown. This redundancy is inherent in the 

nature of the machines. 

8. J ust-in-Time Manufacture: JIT is a system of producing parts as needed, while 

keeping inventory levels low. FMSs can be efficiently used in the JIT environ

ment because of their ability to produce a wide range of different parts when 

needed. 

9. Phased Introduction: It is possible to introduce these machines in a staggered 

. manner, thus deferring capital equipment costs, so that more machines are 

added as the needs of the system are better understood and the benefits of 

these machines are better appreciated. 

10. Simplification of Manufacturing and Improved Management Control. 
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11. High Product Quality. 

Development of FMSs can be related to three generations of machines [Jaikumar 89], 

[Bolwijn 86]. 

Prior to '75 Standalone machines, without numerical controllers, with limited 

tool capacity per machine (typically of the order of 10). 

'75 - '80 Standalone machines with advanced microprocessor based controllers, 

increased tool capacity. 

'80-Current Integrated systems, adva."1ced tool and part handling. 

The trend of these systems towards increased complexity and smaller size is ac

companied by greater system versatility. This is demonstrated by the increase in 

the average number of parts produced in FMSs. [Jaikumar 89] reports the average 

number of parts produced in 155 FMSs to be 80. The reliability of machines is 

found to be of the order of 92 percent. To date, hundreds of these systems have 

been implemented, with Japan leading in terms of the number of applications and 

associated management and organizational success [Kusiak 85]. More references to 

FMS implementations can be found in [Dupont 82]. 

Flexible manufacturing systems have often been regarded as self contained and 

self controllable systems. It should be emphasized that the term Flexible Manufac

turing Systems does not always imply unmanned or totally automated manufactur

ing systems [Kusiak 86]. An example of the trend towards unmanned operation is 

MOLINS SYSTEM 24, in which the system operates manned for a shift, and un-
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manned for the second and third shifts. In [Talavage 88] attention is drawn to the 

fact that most definitions of FMSs include "automatic" as a key characteristic, and 

this is used to indicate that systems operations can occur and be changed without 

human intervention. 

Often a flexible manufacturing system is an automated subsystem of a larger, 

conventional, manufacturing facility. In a broad sense, an FMS can consist of three 

subsystems: fabrication, machining and assembly [Kusiak 85]. As yet, there seems 

to be more progress in the implementation of machining systems than the other 

subsystems. A high degree of automation does not guarantee more efficient use of 

resources. In [Lewis 81] utilizations of 60 to 65 percent were the highest reported for 

highly automated systems. The larger the number of part types, the more difficult it 

is to reach even these levels. This is because an FMS is a complex system consisting 

of many interconnected components of hardware and software, and an allocation 

of resources to production of a part affects the allocation of resources to the other 

parts in a complex and not necessarily predictable manner [Suri 82]. 

Based on an empirical study of 155 FMSs [Jaikumar 89], current flexible manu

facturing systems can be categorized as : 

• Tightly coupled cellular systems having little intermediate storage and ex

hibiting a high degree of interdependence, characterized by unique sequences 

of operations for different parts across many machines. 

• Transfer lines, similar to tightly coupled cellular systems except that all parts 

share a common sequence of operations. 
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• Integrated independent cells, distinguished by high storage or low interdepen

dence among cells, or both. 

Successful systems have the following characteristics: 

• Metal cutting time is greater than seventy-five percent of total time. 

• Production of more than one hundred part type~ per year takes place. 

• Part turnover exceeds 25 part types per year. 

• Successful systems move toward unattended operation. 

Also, the following hold for FMSs today: 

• Modern FMSs are highly reliable. 

• Individual machines are so versatile that most part processes can be accom

plished by a few machine types, resulting in systems composed of identical 

parallel machines. 

• The high reliability and versatility of FMSs significantly reduces the amount of 

buffer inventory required to balance the load on machines and to accommodate 

minor contingencies. 

Several types of fundamental flexibility have been identified, and several classifi

cation systems proposed. One such classification is [Sarin 87]: 

Part Mix Flexibility is the ability of the system to process different part mixes si

multaneously i.e. change the input rate of parts without requiring system changeover 

time. 
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Operation Set Flexibility is the ability of the system to perform different oper

ations on the given part set. This is best understood by considering the example of 

an operation that can be executed using a heavy cut single pass or two sequential 

passes using lighter cuts on the same or different machines, thus giving rise to two 

ways of completing that operation and thus, two ways of completing the part. 

Sequence of Operation Flexibility is the ability to perform different sequences 

to produce the same part. This is attained by specifying the process plan in a 

appropriate manner. 

Machine Routing Flexibility is the ability of a part to be processed by means of 

different routings. This is a result of machines having the same tools in their tool 

magazmes. 

No universally accepted measure or taxonomy of flexibility exists at present. Also, 

these flexibilities are not "orthogonal", i.e. some of these derive from each other. 

As an example, routing flexibility is a function of the operation set flexibility in the 

classification mentioned above, since the ability to perform alternate operations will 

result in an increase of alternate routes. This issue is considered in detail later. 

While acknowledging these benefits, the high equipment cost of FMSs and the 

complexity of their control cannot be denied. The control of FMSs is more difficult 

than of conventional manufacturing systems. When planning for production in 

FMSs, the following decisions must be made: 

• What parts should be produced on the FMS over a long term planning horizon? 

This decision enables fixtures and tools to be procured in advance. 
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• What parts should be produced on the FMS over a medium term planning 

horizon ? This decision is aimed at maximizing the savings by producing parts 

on the FMS instead of the conventional facility. 

• What parts should be produced on the FMS over a short term planning hori

zon ? This decision can be made with several objectives. Some typical objec

tives are: 

- Minimize the number of tool changes. 

- Minimize the work in progress (WIP). 

- Maximize the system utilization. 

- Meet demand with minimum inventory. 

• How should the FMS be tooled? This decision can have the same objectives 

as the previous decision. 

• What rout.e should a part follow? This decision can alleviate congestion on 

any particular machine or machines, or can lead to an overall reduction in 

material handling. 

• How should parts be dispatched into the system ? 

1.3 Scope and Contribution 

In this dissertation, a hierarchical model for production planning in an FMS is 

proposed. This framework is sufficiently general so as to be applicable to a wide 
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variety of FMSs. Chapter 2 examines existing literature relating to some of the 

decisions mentioned above, and some research on hierarchical models for FMSs. 

In Chapter 3 an overview of the framework and models for each of the four levels 

is presented. Chapter 4 examines Levell, which is concerned with medium term 

production identification. A linear programming model is presented which includes 

material handling constraints based on estimated part movement. Different meth

ods for estimating part movement are discussed. Chapter 5 investigates models 

relating to determination of short term part mix and tooling - Level 2 of the hier

archy. A solution methodology for the large scale integer programs is detailed and 

computational results are presented. Chapter 6 examines models for Level 3, which 

involves route assignment of parts. Models for maximizing routing flexibility are 

presented and procedures for solving them detailed. An example of the use of this 

hierarchy for planning an FMS is presented in Chapter 7, and future research issues 

are covered in Chapter 8. The contribution of this dissertation. is the framework 

and the solution methodologies for different levels, Level two in particular. The 

framework utilizes the flexibilities inherent in a FMS and decomposes the overall 

decision problem into computationally tractable subproblems. It also provides a 

medium for incorporating feedback. 
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There is much diversity in the conceptual representation and methodology for 

analysis of FMSs. However there appears to be unanimity in the acceptance of 

the complexity of the planning problem [O'Grady 86]. Literature relating to the 

problem can be classified within the following categories: 

• Simulation Models 

• Queuing Theory Models. 

• Mathematical Programming Models. 

• Heuristic Approaches. 

• The Hierarchical Framework 

We will discuss each of these with emphasis on the hierarchical framework. 

Simulation models: Simulation models are used to obtain estimates of a sys

tem's behavior under prescribed rules. These estimates allow the decision maker 

to evaluate alternate operating policies, and may provide valuable insight into the 

system's performance. Simulation in FMSs can be used to study the effects of dif

ferent dispatching rules, machine breakdowns, machine tooling, number of pallets 

in the system, part mix, etc. Thus, simulation models are used as evaluative tools. 

They can not generate alternatives. Once the operating parameters of a manufac-
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turing system have been determined, a simulation model can be constructed. This 

is generally a computer code which replicates the physical system. Operating rules 

are also programmed into this code. For the estimate to be useful, care must be 

taken to replicate the system to a sufficient level of detail. These models can be 

coded in high level languages such as FORTRAN, C or specialized simulation mod

eling languages such as SIMAN, SIMFACTORY, and PROMOD. These specialized 

languages provide the modeler with functions and entities that are commonly used 

in manufacturing systems. As an example the "CONVEYORS" entity in SIMAN 

allows all attributes of a conveyor system to be defined for this class of objects and 

permits "LOADING" of conveyors, thus replicating the manufacturing syntax in 

the model and may allow easier model validation. The use of graphical interfaces 

is also becoming increasingly popular. These interfaces allow the modeler to input 

system data in a pictorial format, such as a graphical representation of the facility 

layout, and display simulation results such as queue buildups, material transfer etc. 

in a graphical manner as well. CINEMA, a graphical interface to SIMAN, SIM

FACTORY and GPSSPC are examples of packages with graphical capabilities. In 

[Schriber 86], [Schriber] and [Law 90] the methodology underlying use of simulation 

models is detailed. 

Queuing Theoretic models regard FMSs as closed networks of queues. A net

work of queues is a collection of servers (workstations), and once a customer (part) 

ends service at server i, it goes to server j with probability Pij. Service and interar

rival times are distributed with known parameters. Queues are allowed to build up 
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if servers are busy. A closed network of queues assumes all parts circulate within 

the system infinitely. This allows derivation of long term performance measures for 

the system given the set of circulating parts. There are two major computational 

approaches to network of queues modeling. The classical or product form approach, 

is based on the work of [Jackson 63], w~ch is an analysis of open networks. In this 

approach, the FMS is characterized by the number of parts at each workstation, 

and equilibrium probabilities of the FMS being in a particular state are derived. 

Computationally this analysis is best suited for single part systems, though the

oretical analysis for multipart systems has been done. This approach has been 

implemented in CANQ [Solberg 80]. The second approach is a mean-value analysis 

[Suri 84], [Suri and Hildebrant 84]. In mean value analysis, information relating 

to average or mean values of system parameters is required. Mean value analysis 

is based on closed network assumptions, and iterative procedures are used to ob

tain solutions of long term system performance measures. In both the approaches 

mentioned above, approximations usually result from simplifying assumptions. An 

example of this is the assumption of analytically tractable distributions and ser

vice disciplines which enable analysis but' weakens the link of the model with real 

world behavior. Queuing models, like simulation models, do not prescribe operating 

characteristics. Less information is needed to construct queuing models than sim

ulation models, but the information ignored may take away from the credibility of 

.the results obtained. Also, finite buffer systems are difficult to model using queuing 

models. 
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Mathematical programming models are used in modeling operational plan

ning problems. Operational planning refers to the decisions required to operate an 

FMS facility that is already in production [Talavage 88]. In [Stecke 83] five such 

problems have been identified : 

1. Part Selection Problem : From a set of parts that have a production require

ment, select a subset of parts for immediate and simultaneous processing. 

2. Machine Grouping Problem: Determine machine pooling. 

3. Production Ratio Problem: Determine the relative ratios in which parts se

lected for production will be produced. 

4. Resource Allocation Problem: Assuming a limited number of pallets and fix

tures, allocate them among parts to be produced. 

5. Loading Problem: Allocation of operations and tools among the selected ma

chine groups. 

Problems (2) and (5) have been formulated as nonlinear integer programming mod

els, and solution methodologies detailed. No sequence for solution of these problems 

has been suggested. In [Whitney 82] the FMS design problem is presented as a 

mathematical formulation. Mathematical formulations for FMS solutions have the 

following characteristics: 

1. They are aggregate in nature: It is difficult to represent detailed decisions 

without increasing the size to computationally intractable sizes. 
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2. They involve integer constraints: Most operational decisions lead to integer or 

zero-one formulations, making these problems difficult to solve optimally. 

3. They are usually large problems: This further increases the complexity of the 

problem and makes optimal solutions harder to obtain. 

Mathematical programming models are used to prescribe decisions for operating 

FMSs. These decisions are obtained by an aggregate consideration of resource 

and other constraints, and detailed decisions such as scheduling and sequencing are 

usually not obtained from such models. These decisions can be made externally, and 

simulation or other descriptive methodologies can be used to evaluate the results as 

applied to the FMS. 

Heuristic solutions are approximate solutions of mathematical or queuing 

models. These are used when optimal solutions are computationally intractable 

and it becomes necessary to relax constraints or integer restrictions. The solu

tions are not necessarily optimal, but are relatively easy to obtain. References to 

heuristic solutions of this kind can be found in [Stecke 83] and [Jaikumar 89] among 

others. Heuristics are also used in investigation of operating strategies of FMSs. In 

[Stecke 82] an experimental investigation of operating strategies for a computer con

trolled manufacturing system is reported. The performance measure used was the 

system thruput. Several dispatching rules were tested. Heuristic solutions are alter

native solutions to any of the above categories. A survey of dispatching heuristics 

has been done in [Gupta 89]. 
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2.2 Hierarchical Planning for FMS 

Production planning involves a sequence of decisions, staggered over time and across 

operational hierarchies of actual systems.. When modeling such systems, it is pos-

sible to model the complete system as one large model for each time period with 

constraints linking decisions over time. However, even such lateral decomposition 

leads to large models for each period. Another approach uses a hierarchical rep-

resentation to model the system. In such a system, "the solution of a higher level 

model creates some of the constraints for the models below. There is an explicit em-

phasis on the linkages between the models and all models in the system are designed 

simultaneously, so that they fit well together" [Dempster 81] . Several hierarchical 

planning models have been formulated, representative of which are [Hax 75] and 

[J aikumar 71]. 

Hierarchical systems usually aggregate information at higher levels. This makes 

the m~.<iels at each level easier to solve. In addition, hierarchical representations al-

low one to cope with uncertainty [Dempster 81]. This is because decisions at various 

levels in the planning process need to be made at different points in time. Much 

of the data at the detailed level is uncertain at the time aggregate decisions are 

made. If detailed and aggregate decisions were combined in a large scale optimiza-

tion model, detailed decisions would have to be made earlier than necessary, and 

would be based on less reliable forecasts. Hierarchical decision making postpones 

such decisions until as late as possible. Another advantage of hierarchical planning 

is that the organizational structure can be replicated in the model. There are sev-
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eral ways in which hierarchical models can be constructed for aggregate production 

planning. While models for different scenarios contain individual constructs, there 

is a common framework underlying most. The following two models illustrate this 

approach. 

In [Hax 75] a production planning model consisting of the following four levels 

is described : 

• Plant/Family Assignment Subsystem which decides where a family of parts the 

facility in which a family of parts should be manufactured. 

• Seasonal Planning Subsystem which determines the production of product 

"Types" per season. Types are aggregations of families which in turn are 

aggregations of items, which ultimately get scheduled for production. 

• Family Scheduling Subsystem determines run lengths for families of parts. 

• Item Scheduling Subsystem decides when an item should be produced. 

This hierarchy assumes significant setup times between product "Types", and 

reduction of this cost is one of the factors in this decomposition. 

[Jaikumar 71] presents a hierarchical production scheduling model with 2 levels. 

One level corresponds to the long range planning model, and the other the short 

run production scheduling model. The long range model is essentially a resource 

constrained model and has a linear programming formulation with a profit max

imization objective function. It determines the manpower requirements, the raw 

material procurement plans and, for different values of raw material availability, se-
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lects the product line to be maintained (i.e. determines the product mix). Product 

promotion plans are also considered as discretionary market variables. The short 

run scheduling model is an unconstrained optimization of a Lagrange function. The 

number of production hours in a given week is determined by the long range plan 

and the products to be produced in each of the lines is allocated by the algorithm. 

The long range model is linked to the short range model by means of the dual 

variables corresponding to the constraints of the long range planning model. 

Hierarchical models for production planning have been studied extensively. The 

conceptual structure of such models is generally similar, and they can be classified 

on the basis of whether decomposition is price or resource driven. Some work 

has been done on the hierarchical approach to planning for flexible manufacturing 

systems, and ~uch of the current research relates to it. 

In [Buzacott 85], the following three level hierarchy is considered: 

• Pre-release planning: for selection of parts for production over a medium term 

time interval, compatible with overall system resources. 

• Order release: determines the sequence and timing of release of jobs into the 

system. 

• Operational control: controls movement of parts between machines, performs 

route management and deals with disruptions. 

The Pre-release problem deals with the selection of parts compatible with each 

other and the system resources. The optimum set of parts in t~e system is generally 
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believed to consist of part types whose processing requirements are complementary 

to one another and whose processing requirements balance the workload on all ma

chines. A two step procedure to achieve such a part mix is suggested in [Stecke 82]: 

1. First all feasible candidates are clustered into subgroups in accordance with 

the visitation sequence at machines. 

2. Work is then loaded onto the system according to the dissimilarity. 

In [Kusiak 83] a clustering scheme for the part families problem has been sug

gested. Clustering analysis is done based on a p-median formulation. In [Raturi 87] 

several heuristic procedures for the part selection problem in the FMS environment 

are considered. 

Order release issues have also been studied. [Kimemia 85] considers the prob

lem of production management as an optimal control problem, and the problem is 

framed as that of flow control in the system. This approach requires knowledge of 

the state of the system, and the control helps reduce congestion in the system as 

well. In [Han 88] a multiperiod linear programming model is proposed to maximize 

the throughput rate in a flexible cell. The formulation combines the objectives 

of keeping the bottleneck resources busy and producing to demand through time 

subject to machine failures. 

A large scale system approach to problem can be found in [Conterno 86]. 

Jaikumar's Model 

In [J aikumar 89] an important hierarchical model is presented for production 

planning for FMSs. There are three levels in the hierarchy. The first level determines 
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a medium term product mix that maximizes the difference between savings and 

holding costs. The second level seeks to identify families of products that can be 

produced together over short term planning horizons, so as to minimize setup costs 

for tools and families. Level three sequences parts into the system and involves 

scheduling decisions. Details of these levels and differences between this and the 

proposed model are discussed below. 

Levell: Selecting Parts for Production on an FMS 

At level 1 production is modeled on the aggregate. It is assumed that parts not 

produced on the FMS can be produced elsewhere as needed. The following notation 

has been used by the author. 

m E M =the machine types in the FMS. 

pEP = part types. 

t E T = the periods in the planning horizon. 

Xpt - quantity of part type p produced in the FMS during period t. 

X pmt = quantity of part type p produced on machine type m during period t. 

Spt - quantity of part type p subcontracted during period t. 

Xpt - upper bound on X pt • 

Spt - upper bound on Spt. 

X pt lower bound on X pt • 

.s.pt - lower bound on Spt. 

d pt - demand for part type p in period t. 

C p - Savings by producing part p on the FMS. 
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apm = processing time per unit of part type P on machine type m. 

capmt = capacity available on machines of type m during period t. 

It - total inventory at the end of period t. 

Ipt - total inventory of part type p at the end of period t. 

hp - inventory holding cost for part type p per period. 

Level 1 sets production levels for each product in each period. The level 1 

formulation essentially is: 

(2.1) max L L(CpXpt - hpIpt) 
teTpeP 

subject to: 

(2.2) x.pt ~ X pt ~ X pt , V P E P,t E T 

(2.3) .s..pt ~ Spt ~ Spt, V P E P,t E T 

(2.4) Ipt = Ip,t-l + Xpt + Spt - dpt V P E P,t E T 

(2.5) !.t.. ~ L Ipt ~ It V t E T 
peP 

(2.6) L apmXptm ~ capmt, V mE M,t E T 
peP 

(2.7) L X ptm = X pt , V P E P,t E T 
meM 

Here, the objective maximizes the savings while minimizing the holding costs. In-

equalities (2.2) restrict production to acceptable levels, while Inequalities (2.3) re-

strict the subcontracted amounts to acceptable levels. Equation (2.4) are the inven-

tory balance contraints. Inequalities (2.5) bound inventory within acceptable levels. 

Inequalities (2.6) ensure production requirements do not exceed available capacity 
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and Equations (2.7) equate the amount produced of each part type on all machines 

to the total amount of that part type produced. 

The solution of this model will be dependent on Cp , the estimated savings by 

producing a part on the FMS. It will therefore be necessary to ensure the traditional 

methods of determining cost savings are accurate. Also, this formulation assumes 

that if a part visits a machine, all its operations will be completed by that machine. 

This assumption is questionable. 

Level 2: Scheduling Part Families on Machine Types 

At level two, the production determined at level one is organized into part families 

that share common tools. The formulation for a single machine case is detailed 

below, and its extension to the multiple part type case is discussed. A family of 

parts is defined by a specific set of tools mounted on a machine. Going from one 

family to another usually entails changing some tools, either because other parts 

have to be produced or because some tools have worn out and should be replaced. 

The formulation makes use of the following notation: 

T = the set of tools, t = the tool index, and T = the number of tool types. 

T = {l, ... ,tb ... ,t2, ... ,t'T}' 

k E ]{ = parts families. 

Wk - 1 if family k is run, 0 otherwise. 

f - fixed charge for a family setup. 

Ztk - 1 if tool t is required in family k, but not k - 1; otherwise O. 

St - setup cost for tool t. 
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Yik - 1 if tool t is set up in family kj otherwise O. 

Xptk - amount of part type p produced in family k requiring tool t. 

dp - demand for part type p produced during the period under consideration. 

X pk - total amount of part type p produced durin,!!' f..:unily setup k. 

TC - tool magazine capacity. 

qt - tool life of tool t. 

Cp - savings realized by producing part p on the FMS. 

apt - processing time required for tool t to produce one part type p. 

Sk - start time of family k. 

bt setup time required for tool t. 

H - total time available. 

(3p - the set of tool types Ti required by part type p. 

Tk - experimentation time during family setup k. 

The formulation is: 

(2.9) min E E StZtk + E jWk - E E CpXpk 
keK teT keK peP keK 

subject to : 

(2.10) 

(2.11) Ztk ~ Yik - Yi,k-l, V t E T, k E J( 

(2.12) E Yik ~ TC, V k E J( 
teT 

(2.13) X:ptk ~ dpYik' V pEP, t E T, k E J( 



(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

2:Xptk = Xpk V P E P,k E J(,Ti E {3p 
teT, 

I: X pk < dp, V pEP 
keK 

2: 2: aptXptk < qt V t E T 
pePkeK 

SI =0 

Sk+1 = Sk + L 2: aptXptk + 2: btZtk + rk V k E J( 
peP teT teT 

(2.20) Xptk,Xpk,Sk > O,Yik,ZtkWk E {0,1}, V pE P,t E T,k E J( 
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This model is formulated for a short term planning horizon. The objective con-

tains terms relating to setup costs for tools, setup costs for families and since the 

expected production at this level is expected to be less than target by level 1, the 

third term takes into account the loss due to not producing parts with savings of 

Cpo Equations (2.10) compute tool setup costs ·if family k requires some tools not 

required by family k - 1. Equations (2.11) set up the tool dependent setup costs. 

Equations (2.12) are tool magazine constraints. Equations (2.13) prevent produc-

tion of parts for which required tools are not available. Equations (2.14) and (2.15) 

are balancing constraints. Equations (2.16) limit the utilization of a tool to its tool 

life. The last four equations set up the relationship between successive start times 

for families; family k is started at least the processing time of family k - 1 after 

family k - 1. 

The authors suggest two additional constraints for extending this model to the 

multiple machines case - the first set of constraints ensuring each tool is loaded on 
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only one machine at a time and the second set ensuring the production of part type 

p made during family k is the same for all machine types required by the family. 

No general solution procedure for this model has been suggested. It is stated 

that particular cases often give rise to a special structure of the problem, which can 

be exploited to develop heuristics for that particular instance. 

This formulation suffers from it's lack of ability to allocate processing of the 

same operation to more than one machine type. No solution procedure has been 

suggested. Also, in the implementation of this hierarchy to the four machine FMS, 

each part is assumed to visit only one machine, enabling production to be planned 

for each machine separately. 

Level 3 

At level 3 a set of sequences for releasing parts into the system is to be de

termined, given the production for each short term period determined at level 2. 

Detailed issues such as buffer capacities, material handling delays etc. are a con

sideration at this level. Level 3 is concerned with releasing and dispatching parts 

in such a way that the plans established at previous levels can be realized. The au

thors suggest use of a simulation model of the system for determining the feasibility 

of any sequence determined. However, a procedure for determining the sequence is 

not discussed. 

The three levels are linked using machine capacity. A level one problem may be 

solved using some target for capacity, but if more than that capacity is required at 

levels two or three, then the higher level is re-solved, and the iteration progresses in 
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such a manner. It is noted by the authors that a maximum of two or three iterations 

are sufficient to obtain a satisfactory solution. 

In the case considered (Hitachi-Seiki) the variability of aggregate tool setup times 

between any two portfolios of products was extremely small. Parts were segregated 

into large families such that setup times between families was large, but between 

parts of the same family setup time was small. Some items from each family were 

produced each week, though the members of the family being produced could be 

different. 

This paper does not consider different policies under which FMSs operate. While 

formulations are presented for levels 1 and 2, the only solution discussed is that of 

level 1. The solution procedure suggested for level 2 for the Hitachi-Seiki FMS can 

not necessarily be extended to other systems. In both the formulations and the 

implementation, routing flexibility is not considered. In this dissertation a general 

model that can represent various FMS operating policies is presented. At level 2 

various models for different systems are formulated, and a solution procedure is 

detailed and implemented. Routing flexibility is utilized to reduce the material 

handling requirement at level 3 before detailed control of the FMS is exercised at 

level 4. 
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Chapter 3 

AN HIERARCHICAL FMS MODEL 

Based on the decision requirements for planning and operating an FMS, a four level 

hierarchy is proposed as shown in Fig 3.1. 

Level 1 involves the selection of parts to be produced on the FMS over 

the medium term planning horiz~n. It is assumed that the long term demand for 

products is known. This demand is broken down to medium term requirements 

and converted into individual components or parts that are required per item. The 

flexible manufacturing system is assumed to be a part of a larger manufacturing 

facility. The model allows for the possibility of off-loading some demand, either to 

conventional manufacturing resources or subcontracting. For each period (normally 

at least a week and no more than a month) the set of parts and their production 

volumes are selected. The decision is based on costs relating to savings in producing 

a part on the FMS as opposed to other sources, demand and aggregate capacity. 

Details are considered in Section 2. 

Level 2 decides the shiftwise production and tooling of the FMS. The planning 

hor~zon at level 2 is the first period of level 1. The FMS is envisioned as a system 

that is frequently reconfigured over the planning horizon to meet production re

quirements. Several cases are possible. When planning for a system in which tools 

can be changed as needed, tool magazine capacity is not critical. On the other hand, 

if tool magazines are to be changed at fixed points in time, then production between 

two successive change points is limited by tool availability as well as machine time. 



MEDIUM 
TERM 
DEMAND ----~r. ~ 

LEVEL 1 
SYSTEM SELECTS PARTS FOR 
AVAILABIUTY ------ PRODUCTION ON FMS 

TOOL LOADING _.-f----i 

PRODUCTION _~ 
BY SHIFT -

LEVEL 2 
SELECTS TOOLS TO 
BE LOADED ON F~S 

LEVEL 3 
SELECTS ROUTES AND 
SEQUENCES FOR PARTS 

LEVEL 4 
CONTROLS PARTS 
AND MATERIAL HANDUNG 
IN SYSTEM 

WEEKLY 
~ __ -__ PRODUCTION 

REQUIREMENTS 

1--__ .. SEQUENCES 

1--..-ROUTES 

-

Figure 3.1: An Hierarchical Model for FMS 
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Models for several situations are considered in Section 3. 

Level 3 involves the route selection decisions. A key advantage of flexible sys

tems is the availability of alternate routes for processing parts. For a given system 

tool loading, it is possible to determine a number of alternate routes that can be 

assigned to a part. Providing additional tools to magazines can increase routing 

flexibility. Tool assignments which require excessive material handling (part move

ment) may be alleviated to some extent by selecting the combinations of alternate 

routes for each part so as to minimize transportation. Details of this level are 

considered in Section 4. 

Level 4 involves the short term control of the system. Rules are needed for 

entry of parts into the system( order release), and sequencing of requests for part 

movement (operational control). It is common to use heuristic rules are being used 

to control the system. We will not discuss the details of these rules except to state 

that parts are released in proportion to their planned production levels and releases 

are timed to keep a fixed level of work-in-process. Material handling carts are 

assigned to tasks on a FCFS basis except that priority is given to any machine with 

a (nearly) full output queue. For further discussion of effective policies, consult 

[Egbelu 87]. 

3.1 Notation 

The notation to be used for the hierarchical model is persented in this section. 



Indices: 

h - Material handling equipment index, h = 1, ... , NH. 

Z - Part index, i = 1, ... , N. 

J - Operation index, j = 1, ... , NJ • 

k Route index. 

m - Machine index, m = 1, ... , M. 

t Time period, t = 1, ... , NT. 

Decision Variables 

Level 1 Decision Variables 

lit 

Sit 

Xit 

Yit 

-

-

-

-

Inventory level of part i during period t at level 1. 

Shortage in production of part i in period t at level 1. 

Amount of FMS production of part i in period t at level 1. 

Amount of conventional production of i in t at level 1. 
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Pjmt - Amount of time spent by machine m on operation j in period t of level l. 

(Defined only for feasible pairings of j and m.) 

Level 2 Decision Variables 

Pjmt 

SLi 

7jmt 

Xit 

-

-

-

Amount of time spent by machine m on operation j in period t of level 2. 

Shortage in production of part i over horizon of level 2. 

Binary variable, indicates tool j on machine m in period t at level 2. 

Amount of production of part i in period t at level 2. 

Level 3 Decision variables 



Yik - fraction of production of part i assigned to route k. 

Costs 

Level 1 costs 

CCi = cost of producing part i on the conventional system. 

CMm = cost of machine m per unit time. 

CHit = cost of holding one unit of part i over period t. 

CSit = cost of shortage of one unit of part i for period t. 

Level 2 costs: 

C L j - cost of loading tool j. 

CUj - cost of unloading tool j. 

chit - Cost of holding one unit of part i produced in period t over horizon. 

Level 3 costs 

Cik = cost (distance) of transporting part i under plan k. 

Other parameters 

T Ri - amount of transportation required for part i. 

T Sj number of slots required by operation j at level 2. 

Aht - availability of material handling resource h during period t at level 1. 

Amt - availability of machine m during period t at level 2. 

Dit - demand for part i in period t of level 1. 

J(i - Number of plans for part i at level 3. 

Nit Number of time periods at level 1. 

49 
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Oij - amount of time required by operation j for part i. 

Rmt - availability of machine m during period t of level 1. 

tikm - time required on machine m per unit of part i by route k. 

M - an arbitrarily large number. 

3.2 Level 1: Part Selection 

The primary decision at this level is part selection for production on the FMS over 

a medium term planning horizon. The length of the planning horizon can be several 

months or the possible life of a product. The length of a time period would typically 

range from approximately a week to a month possibly increasing as we look further 

into the future. Setup times are not considered since most of the setup in an FMS 

takes place off line, and online setup time is low. The model can also be used to 

determine if new parts should be assigned to the FMS for production during the 

tooling design stage and selection of families of parts for the FMS. 

A model for Level 1 is then formulated as follows 

NJ NT M N NT N NT 

(3.1) min L:L: L: PjmtCMm + L::LCCi¥it + L:L:(CHitlit + CSitSit) 
j=1 t=1 m=1 i=1 t=1 i=1 t=1 

Subject to : 

NJ 

(3.2) L: Pjmt :5 Rmt Vm, t 
j=1 

N M 
(3.3) L: OijXit :5 L: Pjmt Vj, t 

i=1 m=1 
N NH 

(3.4) L:TRiXit :5 L:Aht Vt 
i=1 h=l 

(3.5) Xit + ¥it - Si(t-l) + li(t-l) = dit + lit - Sit Vi, t 
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The objective function, (3.1), includes system operating costs, subcontracting 

cost, inventory holding cost and shortage cost. Inequalities (3.2) ensure that suf

ficient machine capacity exists on each machine type in each period. This is an 

aggregate constraint. Scheduling interference which could potentially cause tempo

rary starvation during the period is ignored. Such issues will be resolved at lower 

levels, for now we assume that if machine availability exceeds machine requirements 

at standard processing time rates, then a feasible schedule can be found. Inequali

ties (3.3) ensure that sufficient time is assigned to machine types to complete each 

operation scheduled in each period. The left hand side represents the total standard 

processing time required for operation j in period t based on the production plan 

Xit. The right hand side contains the allocation of that workload to the feasible 

types of machines. Inequalities (3.4) ensure that material handling requirements for 

the part mix selected do not exceed the material handling resources available. The 

lower bound on the amount of transportation is computed offline, and the average 

time per move per part is obtained by tracking the system real time and updating 

the index lYi. This is discussed in greater detail in the next chapter. 

Equation set (3.5) tracks inventory level changes from period to period. 

Because of the aggregate nature of the constraints, production targets set by this 

level are upper bounds on the actual production that the system will achieve. Lower 

level scheduling decisions will force idle times on machines, either due to unplanned 

breakdowns or starvation or blocking. Alternatively, a lower bound estimate of time 
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Dynamic Tool Change Static Tool Change 

No Partial Partial 

Setup Setup Production Production 

Costs Costs Not Allowed Allowed 

No No 

Setup Setup Setup Setup 

Cost Cost Cost Cost 

(I) (II) (III) (IV) (V) (VI) 

Table 3.1: FMS Operating Policies 

available per machine can be used for Amt• 

A major advantage of this formulation is that it is a linear program. We assume 

that the production level variables take on values sufficiently large that fractional 

portions of a part are not important. The general model is also easily modified to 

handle other considerations. 

3.3 Level 2: Loading 

Level 2 of the hierarchy is concerned with the solution of the system configu

ration problem. The system configuration problem is the assignment of tools to 

machines for the medium term, (normally one week), and this decision is a function 
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of the system capabilities, operating policies and costs. These factors are not neces

sarily independent. System capabilities determine costs and operating policies to a 

certain extent. As an example, in a system having automatic tool changers, which 

allow swift tool change, tool change costs and tool magazine limitations are not 

as important as in systems without this capability. Rather than categorize FMSs 

based on their system capabilities, a classification based on operating policies is 

given in Table (3.1). The table considers the mode of tool change as a fundamental 

difference among FMS operating policies. Two forms of tool change policies are 

considered: 

1. Dynamic tool change policies allow the system to continue normal operations 

while some machines are retooled or tools are swapped in and out of magazines. 

2. Static tool change policies require halting the system while retooling. 

Dynamic tool change policies are usually possible in systems with efficient tool 

delivery systems, where tools can be delivered to machines as needed and all control 

modified to recognize updated tool information. However, if tool changes require 

reprogramming and resetting of machines to enable a planned period of unmanned 

activity, it may be required to shut down a machine or the entire system during 

tooling changeovers. Tool magazine capacity limits are fundamental to the static 

system model but unimportant for dynamic models unless the tool delivery system 

becomes overloaded. 

At this level, setup cost is another significant factor. Even if tool changes can 

be made automatically there may still be a cost associated with delivery or tool 
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exchange. In the static model it may be policy to change tools between shifts 

or at regular maintenance intervals. In this case setup costs become fixed. In 

the case of Static tool change, an additional policy decision is that of allowing 

partial production. Partial production implies the processing of parts over several 

different time periods. Under such a policy, progressive operations on a part may 

be performed in different time periods. 

3.3.1 Dynamic tool change 

In the case of dynamic tool changes, tool magazine capacity may not be a critical 

factor. Tools on machine magazines can be changed when the machine is in op

eration, without having to resort to machine stoppage. One may also look upon 

this as being a model of a system with automatic tool exchange devices. This case 

would apply if magazine capacity exceeded the tool set used in the level 2 planning 

horizon. Alternatively, it may be the case that tools are delivered by an automated 

transport system or by setup crews which can change tools while machines oper

ate. If no setup cost exists, level 2 becomes unnecessary. Each part type to be 

produced can be entered into the system at the rate production is required during 

the first levell period. Thus, production levels are Xit = Xit!Nit • Routings will be 

determined in level 3 in accord with the Pjm1 solution values. 

If setup cost dominates, the problem is one of determining the sequence of parts 

so that the number of tool changes is minimized. Various forms of this problem 

have been considered in ([Jaikumar 89], [Tang 88], [Tang 88], [Bard 88], [Chen 90], 

CIf.'· 
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[Creswell 89]) Part types are sequenced based on operation commonality. Machines 

are loaded to capacity with the first tools needed, and tools are only removed as 

necessary. When tools are removed, the ones with the earliest possibility of reuse 

are retained in the magazine. 

3.3.2 Static Tool Change 

Under this policy, tools can be inserted and removed only at fixed time points. This 

is representative of a situation where a system operates unattended for a certain 

length of time ( say 1 shift) and is then retooled to be run in a similar manner 

for another similar interval of time. It is also typical of a situation in which tool 

loading/unloading may be disruptive to the system, and it is necessary to avoid tool 

loading/unloading during the processing phase. However, the model for this policy 

is considerably more complex. A fairly basic model of such a policy is given below. 

The first period of level 1 is discretized into N2T periods of level 2. The objective is 

to minimize the cost of deviations from the period 1 plan suggested in level 1. This 

cost consists of shortages and inventory carrying cost. 

This formulation is 

N N NT 

(3.7) min l: S Li'7r3 + l: l: Xitchit 

Subject to : 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

i=i i=1 t=1 

NJ 

2; TjmtT Sj :s; TCmt \I m, t 
j=1 

NT 

l: X it = XiI - S Li \I i 
t=1 



(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

Pjmt ::; TjmtAmt V j, m, t 
N M 

I: OijXit < I: Pjmt V j, t 
i=1 m=1 

NJ 

I:Pjmt ::; Amt V m, t 
j=1 

(3.13) Xit 2:: 0; Tjmt E {O, 1 } ; Pjmt 2:: 0 
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Inequalities (3.8) guarantee adequate space in the tool magazines each period. 

The left hand side of the equation accumulates the tool slots needed for the assigned 

tools and the right hand side constrains this space to that physically available in 

the machine's tool magazine. Equations(3.9) compare total production of each 

part type to the aggregate plan. Shortages are charged in the objective function. 

Inequalities (3.10) restrict allocation of operations j to machine m in period t unless 

the appropriate tool is loaded into the magazine. Inequalities (3.11) ensure that 

all production operations needed to complete the planned manufactured units are 

assigned to a machine each period. A constraint is required for each operation in 

each period. Finally, Inequalities (3.12) prohibit any machine from being assigned 

more workload than it can handle in any period. 

Models for other policies are formulated in Chapter 5. 

3.4 Level 3: Route Assignment 

This level is used to assign routes to the parts selected for production. All parts 

selected can be produced, since all operations were assigned at level 2. Now, having 

made the tool assignment, routes are determined. The primary consideration at 
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this level is minimization of transportation. This is achieved by first increasing the 

routing flexibility of the system 

3.5 Level 3: Route Assignment 

This level is used to assign routes to the parts selected for production. All parts 

selected can be produced, since all operations were assigned at level 2. Now, having 

made the tool assignments, routes are determined. The primary consideration in 

this level is minimization of transportation. This is acheived by first increasing 

the routing flexibility of the system and then selecting routes for parts. Routing 

flexibility is increased by adding tools to empty slots on machines. The effectiveness 

of additional tools can be measured by the following two indices: 

1. Sum of shareable processing time: This index is defined as 

NJ M N 

I: I: (Tjm + Tim) I: OijX~, 
j=l m=l i=l 

and, 

2. Product of shareable processing time: This index is defined as 

M N 

IT I: (Tjm + Tim) I: OijX~ 
j m=l i=l 

where, 

Tjm is the tool assignment made at level 2. 

Tim is are the additional tools loaded at level 3. 

X~ is the production assignment made at level 2. 
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Increasing flexibility by the first measure results in the operations with largest 

processing time being assigned to as many machines as possible. However, oper-

ations requiring less processing time will be limited to a relatively low number of 

machines. This may increase the material handling requirements from/to these 

machines, but will result in fewer bottleneck machines. 

Increasing flexibility under the second measure will tend to equalize the number 

of machines tooled to perform each operation. This will increase the number of 

routes, and thus the robustness of the schedule to machine breakdowns but may 

not ease the workload on bottleneck machines. 

Once all magazines are filled, a number of feasible process routes are defined for 

each part type to be produced during the current level 2 period and those routes 

that minimize transportation requirements are selected. A route is a machine for 

each operation required by the part. It is generally not necessary to generate all 

feasible routes to find good solutions, however, all routes must be considered, at 

least implicitly, to ensure optimality. The formulation for level 3 period t is 

N Ki 

(3.14) min:L:L CikYikXit 
i=l k=l 

subject to: 

Ki 

(3.15) :L Yik = 1 Vi 
k=l 

N Ki 

(3.16) :L :L YikfikmXit < Amt Vm 
i=l k=l 

(3.17) Yik > 0 
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where, 

Ki is the number of alternate routes for part i. 

The objective function minimizes total material handling cost or distance. 

The first set of constraints ensures that all desired parts are produced. The second 

constraint set avoids putting too much workload on any machine. The model is a 

linear program and thus relatively easy to solve given the routes. Only N + M 

variables can be basic so at most M parts can have more than one route. This 

model is solved for each period, and the resulting Yik are used to sequence parts 

into the system. As a final note, we could modify the model by placing a constraint 

on material handling (i.e. the objective is constrained to not exceed some transport 

capacity) and then minimizing the maximum relative workload assigned to any 

machine. The maximum relative workload is minimized by introducing a variable 

Z, which is to be minimized under restrictions (15 - 17), but where the right hand 
I- • 

side of (16) is replaced by ArntZ. This may provide a more robust solution in 

practice where machine availability may be subject to random breakdowns. 

Note also that level 3 permits reallocation of work to minimize material han-

dling. The LHS of Equation (3.16) is the processing time on machine m in a level 

2 period. This is the same expression set by 'Ef~l Pjrnt in Equation (3.12) of level 

2. Thus, we know a feasible solution exists. Level 3 searches for the best solution 

given the production constraint of level 2 output and the new material handling 

objective. 
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Chapter 4 

LEVEL 1: MEDIUM RANGE PRODUCTION 

At level 1 medium range production targets for the system are determined. The 

planning horizon of this level is dependent on the nature of demand seasonality 

and can be several months, the life of a product or the firm's long range planning 

horizon. A possible decomposition of the long range planning horizon is shown in 

Figure 4.1. Decisions relating to each ofthe planning periods may be the following: 

Period 1: Parts selected for this period are produced immediately. 

Period 2: Jigs and Fixtures are prepared for parts selected for production in 

period 2. 

Period 3: Material procurement, if necessary, may be done for parts selected 

for production in this period. 

Period 4: No immediate action other than critical material procurement may 

be taken for parts to be produced in this period. 

1~ DAYS 4~ DAYS 
7 DAYS 30 DAYS 

LEVEL 1 1-1 --~'_~_---I.'-----I.------' ---- ...... I --. .... 
I ....... - ......... --LEVEL 211----J",' ....... :-:::_"...._-'-. _---I.--"----.;'----.&... _-_-...... "J 
I ~----__ _ 

I ----
LEVElL 3 !-' -------------------11 , , 

: I 

LEVEL" .... ' -----------------'1 

7 SHIFTS 

1 SHIFT 

1 SHIFT 

Figure 4.1: Periodwise Breakdown of Planning Horizon 
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This level can be modeled using the following linear programming formulation (refer 

to (3.1) - (3.6)) : 

NJ NT M N NT N NT 

(4.1) min:L:L:L PjmtCMm + :L:LCCiYit + :L:L(CHitlit + CSitSit ) 
j=1 t=1 m=1 i=1 t=1 i=1 t=1 

Subject to : 

NJ 

(4.2) :L Pjmt :::; Rmt Vm, t 
j=1 

N M 

(4.3) :L OijXit :::; :L Pjmt Vj, t 
i=1 m=1 

N Nil 

(4.4) :LT~Xit :::; :L Aht Vt 
i=1 h=1 

(4.5) Xit + Yit - Si(t-l) + I i(t-l) = Dit + lit - Sit Vi, t 

This model assumes only those parts are considered for production which can 

be completely produced within the system. If a part requires operations that the 

system is not capable of performing, it is not considered. While this function can 

be forced by additional constraints, for the sake of model reduction it is performed 

externally. 

Consider a 6 period, 50 part, 10 machine, 100 operation system. The model 

has 7200 variables and 966 constraints. Being a linear program, it is not difficult 

to obtain an optimal solution for this level, monthly. However, before solving the 

model, we need to compute the transportation estimate for each part (T Ri). 
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4.1 Computation of T R; 

Routes followed by parts depend on the tools loaded on machines. Since tooling 

assignments are done at level 2, it is not possible to determine exact transporta

tion requirements for each part at level!. However, it is possible to estimate the 

movement requirements of each part from the machines it has to visit, based on the 

ability of machines to perform the operations. This relationship is: 

where, 

Di is the number of machines (distance) the part must visit (travel), and, 

ai is the time per move (travel time/unit distance). 

Computation of these parameters is discussed in greater detail later in this section. 

Depending on the nature of the system being considered, the following are ap

propriate norms for measuring Di: 

• Minimum number of machines visited or the Minimum Cover. 

• Minimum number of machines visited considering tool capacity constraints. 

• Minimum distance traveled or the Mininimum Distance Cover. 

• Minimum distance traveled considering tool capacity constraints. 

Each of these is a lower bound on the actual transportation requirement. De

pending of the nature of the system being modeled, the appropriate lower bound 
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should be used to estimate the transportation requirement. In case of systems 

with no tool change restrictions, the Minimum Cover is more useful for estimating 

transportation, but if tool change is restricted, the constrained minimum number 

of machines is more appropriate. 

4.1.1 Minimum Cover 

In order to determine the minimum number of machines, we first define : 

The cover of a part i, C( i), in an FMS is defined as a sequence of machines 

that can completely process all it's ordered operations, at least one operation being 

performed by each machine of the set. 

The span of machine m from the jtb operation of part i ,s(j,m), is a nonempty 

set of contiguous operations performed on part i by machine m starting with oper

ation j. 

The max-span of machine m from the jtb operation of part i , 8(j,m), is the 

largest set of contiguous operations that can be performed on part i by m starting 

with j. 

As an illustration, consider a part requiring operations 1, 5, 3 for processing, and 

three machines having the following capabilities available: 
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machine operations 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 x x x 

2 x x x 

3 x x 

Then, the following are some of the covers of the part 

machine operations 
machine operations machine operations 

1 5 3 
1 5 3 1 5 3 

1 x 
2 x 1 x x 

2 x 
3 x x 2 x 

3 x 

I.e. {I, 2, 3}, {3, 2, 3} and{1,2} are sequences of machines that process the part 

complet.ely. The max-span of machine 1 from operation 1 is operation 1, while the 

max-span of machine 2 from operation 5 is operations {5,3}. Note that assuming 

to~l constraints are not violated, the cover {3,2} would dominate {3, 2, 3} on all 

four norms. 

The following notation has also been used : 

M = set of all machines in the FMS. 

Oi = {Dil' Di2, ••• ,DiN}, ordered set of operations required to process part i 

Thus, by this definition, Dix precedes Diy implies x < y. Consider the following 
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algorithm for generating covers (routes): 

Algorithm 1 (ROUTEGEN) 

For part i ,with ordered operations 0 = {Oil, ••• , OiN } 

1. Initialize: Let k ~ I ,R ~ O. 

2. Let r be the first operation in R. 

3. Select m' as any machine such that 

IS(r,m')1 > IS(r,m)1 \1m E M, 

i.e. From the first unprocessed operation, select that machine which can process 

the maximum number of operations without interruption. 

4. R ~ R \ {S(r, m')} 

5. k ~ k+ I 

6. If R '=I 0 goto 2. • 

Since only those parts are considered that can be completely processed within 

the system, it is guaranteed that R will eventually become null. Based on this 

algorithm, the following sequences of machines could be generated for the part 

considered above: {1,2} , {I, 3}. 

It can be shown that this algorithm produces efficient routes. 

Theorem 1 For any arbitrary part i, let MI = {mll' mI2, ... ,mIP} be the cover 

obtained by algorithm 1, and M2 = {m21l m22, ... , m2Q} is any other cover for that 

part. Then, IMII ::; IM21 or, MI is the smallest cover for i. 
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Proof: Let NIL and N2L be the cumulative number of operations performed upto 

machine L of MI and M2 respectively. 

From step 3 of Routegen, Nu ::; N21 • 

Assume NIK 2:: N2K for some K ~ 1. 

We wish to show N I ,K+1 > !V2,K+I. 

Assume N I ,K+1 < N 2,K+1. Then, machine K + 1 in sequence 2 could be selected 

in place of machine K + 1 of sequence 1, and increase N I ,K+1. This violates step 3 

in Routegen. 

Thus, for any K > 1 machines visited, the Routegen sequence completes the most _ 

operations. Likewise it must generate the shortest sequence for all N operations, 

implying: 

• 
By Theorem 1, a lower bound on the amount of transportation required for a 

part in an FMS can be obtained. If M is the smallest cover for the part, then the 

minimum number of moves that must be incurred is IMI + 1, including the move 

into and out of the system. 

4.1.2 Minimum Distance Cover 

Let Md be the minimum distance cover for part i. Then if D(1v1rn) is the distance 

travelled under cover Mrn , Md is defined by the property, D(Md) ::; D(Mk) for any 

arbitrary cover Mk for part i. This is illustrated by the following example. 
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Consider the processing of a part requiring operations (1,2,3,4) in that order. 

The system consists of three machines described by the following tables 

Feasible 
From/To distance 

operations 
machine 1 2 3 

machine 1 2 3 4 
1 0 5 10 

1 x x x 
2 5 0 5 

2 x x 
3 10 5 0 

3 x x 

Using algorithm 1, the min cover is { 1, 3 }, which requires a total travel of 10 

units. However, the shortest path corresponds to the cover { 2, 3 }, with a total 

distance of 5. 

Determination of Md requires determination of the shortest path through a net-

work where each node represents a machine. The part must have at least one of 

it's operations completed at each node it visits. This is equivalent to solving the 

shortest path problem though a network where each node corresponds to a feasible 

machine-operation pair. So, for the above case, the network is shown in Figure 4.2, 

and the nodes 0 and (IMI + 1) are dummy nodes with a zero travel distance from 

the other machines. 

The following formulation solves the shortest path problem: 

Nij 

(4.7) min E E Ed1mXmlj 
meM(j) leM[j+l] j=1 



SOURCE I I I - -

1 - + 
t'IJ 1 

~ 1 

~ 2 - - -
u 1 0 

~ 
3- 1 -

1 

SINK 
1 1 1 

- -I - + 1- -I - + 
I I I 

1 2 3 4 

OPERATIONS 

Figure 4.2: Network for Shortest Path Travel 

subject to : 

(4.8) E XOll = 1 
IEM[l) 

(4.9) E Xmlj - L Xlm(j+1) = 0 \/1 E M[j], 
mEMu-1) mEM[j+l] 

(4.10) 

( 4.11) 

Here, 

j = 1, ... , Nj 

L XI(lMI+1)Nj = 1 
IEM[Nj] 

I -
1 

1-

1 

-1 

1 -

M[kJ is the set of machines capable of performing operation k. 
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Xmlj indicates a transition from machine m to machine 1 for operation j. 

dim is the distance from machine 1 to machine m. 

Nij is the number of operations required to process part i. 

N ij is the number of operations required to process part i. 

Equations (4.8) ensure that a only a single path is taken out of node 0, the 

dummy start node. The set of destination nodes is the set of machines on which 

the first operation can be performed, MIl]' Equations (4.9) represent all node-node 

transfers for all other operations, and represent the input-output balance of all other 

nodes. Equations (4.10) are the balance equations for the dummy destination node. 

Several efficient algorithms are available for the solution of the shortest path 

problem [Papadimitriou 82]. 

4.1.3 Constrained Minimum Machine Cover 

A constrained minimum machine cover can be obtained by solving the following 

problem: 

M Nij 

(4.12) min E E CUlm 
m=l Li]=2 

subject to: 

(4.13) CUlm - CUlm = VLi]m - VLi-l]m \I j, m 

(4.14) 

( 4.15) 

(4.16) 

M 

E VLi]m = 1 \I j 
m=l 

NJ 

E V(j]m < TCm \I m 
j=l 

VLi]m E {a, 1} 
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where, 

V[j]m is an indicator for the [j]th operation of the part being performed on 

machine m . 

Lj Cjm counts the number of visits to machine m by the part. 

Equations (4.13) count the number of successive operations performed by num-

ber of non-successive operations performed on the part by a machine, which is the 

number of visits to a machine by a part. Equations (4.14) ensure only one ma-

chine performs each operation. Inequalities (4.15) limit the number of operations 

performed on each machine to the tool magazine capacity of that machine. This 

formulation assumes only feasible variables are considered. 

This is a small integer program and can be solved for each part to obtain the 

least number of moves given the tool magazine capacity restrictions. 

4.1.4 Constrained Minimum Distance Cover 

Computation of this measure requires solution of a constrained shortest path prob-

lem. The problem is set up in the same manner as the minimum distance cover: 

Nij 

(4.17) min L: L Ldlmxmlj 
meM(j) leMlj+l) j=l 

subject to : 

(4.18) L XOll = 1 
leMII) 

(4.19) L Xmlj - L Xlm(i+l) = 0 VIE M[jJ, 
meM(j_l) m€Mlj+IJ 

j = 1, ... ,Nj 
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(4.20) E XI(lMI+1)Nj = 1 
I€M[NjJ 

Nj M 

(4.21) E L Xlmj :::; TC, Vi E M 
j=lm=l 

(4.22) 

The additional constraints (4.21) limit the number of transitions to a machine 

(I) to the number of tools it's magazine is capable of holding (TC,). 

4.1.5 Estimation of the average time required per Inove 

The only remaining parameter for level 1 is ai, the average distance per move. In 

order to compute ai, an exponential smoothing method of updating is suggested. 

Let: 

a~t be the average transportation required per move computed from real data in 

period t. 

, be a smoothing factor, 0 :::; , :::; 1 

Then, the following relationship is used to update ai: 

The emphasis upon past data can be adjusted by changing the value of ,i, Alter-

natively, we can estimate ai as the average intermachine travel time for the FMS. 
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Chapter 5 

LEVEL 2: SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

At Level 2, the primary decisons are determination of system configuration and 

period (shift) production. The planning horizon at this level corresponed to period 

1 of Level 1. Solution of the system configuration problem requires consideration of 

the policies being followed for operating the system. As an example, the formulation 

of this level for a system being set up for unmanned operation requires recognition 

of the available tool change technology. The presence of automatic tool changers 

results in a simple formulation, the solution of which is the dispatching of parts 

into the system based on their relative production ratios. Absence of such changers 

results in a computationally difficult integer formulation. 

Table 5.1 classifies FMS operating policies into two main categories. The first 

permits dynamic tool changes - tools changes are possible without stopping the 

system. These represent systems with automatic tool exchangers, which are tool 

magazines transportable from machine to machine on demand to deliver tools to 

machines. The issue of setting the tools on the machine is not a significant issue 

in this setting, and an implication of this assumption is that operations do not 

require tools which need online adjustment, or have tools that can be adjusted of

fline. However, a more common case is that where tool changes are not permitted 

at arbitrary time points, but are allowed only at fixed times. Such a system may 

be an automatic system that operates unattended for the most part, but tools for 

production are loaded in machine magazines at the start of a shift or day manually. 
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Dynamic Tool Change Static Tool Change 

No Partial Partial 

Setup Setup Production Production 

Costs Costs Not Allowed Allowed 

No No 

Setup Setup Setup Setup 

Cost Cost Cost Cost 

(I) (II) (III) (IV) (V) (VI) 

Table 5.1: FMS Configurations 

This allows tools to be loaded and adjusted online, and a certain amount of tooling 

time allocated for inter-shift operations. Setup costs can be an important factor in 

both cases. Setup costs introduce an effort to reduce the number of tool changes. 

In the case of fixed time tool change, the case of partial production is also consid

ered. Partial production implies some of the processing on a part is allowed in one 

shift and the remaining operations are allowed in a later shifts. This splitting of 

operations will necessitate higher buffer requirements. 

In Section 5.1 we consider models for cases III - VI. A procedure for obtaining 

a feasible solution for case III is detailed in section 5.2. The influence of various 
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parameters on the performance of the algorithm is tested and the computational 

results of the algorithm on several test FMSs are presented in section 5.3. 
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5.1 Dynamic Tool Change Models 

In this section we consider a situation in which there is no impediment to changing 

tools while the system is operating. Tools on machine magazines can be changed 

when the machine is in operation, without having to resort to machine stoppage. 

One may also look upon this as being a model of a system with automatic tool 

exchange devices. This removes finite tool magazine capacity constraints, and the 

. tool configuration problem is no longer an issue. Parts can be dispatched into the 

system based on the relative production ratios along routes determined at Level 3. 

When setup costs are significant, the problem is one of determining the sequence 

of parts so that the number of tool changes is minimized. Various forms of this 

problem have been considered in [Jaikumar 89], [Tang 88], [Bard 88]. Part types 

are sequenced based on operation commonality, and machines are loaded to capacity 

with the first tools needed, and tools removed only as necessary. 
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5.2 Fixed Point Tool Change Models 

Case III. Under this policy tools can be inserted and removed only at fixed time 

points. This is representative of a situation where a system operates unattended 

for a certain length of time (say 1 shift) and is then retooled to run in a similar 

manner for another similar interval of time. It is also typical of a situation in which 

tool changes may be disruptive to the system, and it is necessary to avoid tool 

loading/ unloading during the processing phase. A fairly basic model for the case of 

no partial production and no setup cost is given from (5.1) - (5.7) as: 

N N NT 

(5.1) min L: SLiS i1 + L: L: Xitchit 
i=l i=lt=l 

Subject to : 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

NJ 

L:TjmtTSj ~ TCmt Vm, t 
j=l 

NT 

L:Xit = XiI - SLi Vi 
t=l 

Pjmt ~ TjmtM V j, m, t 

N M 
L: OijXit ~ L: Pjmt V j, t 
i=l m=l 

NJ 

L:Pjmt < Amt V m, t 
j=l 

(5.7) Xit ~ OJ T jmt E {O, 1} jPjmt ~ 0 Vi, j, m, t 

The objective (5.1) minimizes shortage and holding costs. Equations (5.2) ensure 

adequate space in the tool magazines during each period. Equations (5.3) compare 

total production of each part type with the production requirement for the part over 

the planning horizon determined at Level 1. Equations (5.4) restrict allocation of 
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MACHINES Amt 

OPERATIONS 

PARTS 

Figure 5.1: Structure of Model III 

operations j to machine m in period t unless the appropriate tool is loaded into the 

magazine. Equations (5.5) ensure all production operations needed to complete the 

planned manufactured units are assigned to a machine each period. Equations (5.6) 

prohibit any machine from being assigned more workload than it can handle in any 

period. 

This model is a large scale integer program belonging to the class of fixed charge 

network problems. This can be seen by examining the structure of the model as 

represented in 5.1. Machines are sources and operations are sinks. Loading a tool on 

a machine is equivalent to establishing an arc from a machine node to an operation 

node. The total flow from a source is limited by it's capacity (Amt ), and also by the 
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number of arcs (tools) that can originate from it (the tool magazine capacity). It 

is known that an optimal solution for such problems is not easy to obtain [Palekar 

90]. 
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Case IV. This model is similar to III, but tool changes are assigned a cost. 

The objective here is to obtain a series of system configurations over the planning 

horizon that strike a balance between total tool change costs and product carrying 

and shortage costs. This is done by assigning a cost to each tool load/unload. The 

model is : 

~M~ N N~ 

(5.8) minE E E(LjmtCLj + UjmtCUj) + ESLiS i1 + EEXitchit 
t=1 m=1 j=1 i=1 i=1 t=1 

Subject to : 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

Tjmt - T jm(t-l) < L jmt - Ujmt V j, m, t 
llJ 

ETjmt ~ TCmt Vm, t 
j=1 

NT 

EXit = XiI - SLi Vi 
t=1 

Pjmt ~ TjmtM V j, m, t 

N M 
E OijXit ~ E Pjmt V j, t 
i=1 m=1 

NJ 

EPjmt < Amt Vm, t 
j=1 

(5.15) Xit ;::: 0; T jmt E {O, 1 } ; L jmt E {O, 1 } 

Ujmt E {O, I} ; Pjmt > 0 Vi, j, m, t 

Additional variables used in this formulation are: 

Ljmt(Ujmt) Binary indicator of tool j loaded (unloaded) on machine m in period 

t. 

C L j ( CUj ) Cost of loading (unloadin6) tool j. 
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The objective function (5.8) is Equation (5.1) augmented by the cost of loading 

and unloading tools. Equations (5.9) count the number of tools changed during 

each period, and these are used to determine the tool change costs in the objective. 

Other constraints (5.10) - (5.14) are the same as in model III. 
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Case V. This model allows partial production. As defined earlier, partial pro-

duction is the partial processing of a part, so that some successive operations are 

performed in different time periods, but no part is carried into the next planning 

horizon unfinished. The model is similar to III, but additional information regarding 

the order of operations to complete each part is required. The model is 

N N NT 

(5.16) min 2: SLiSil + 2: 2: Xitchit 
i=l i=lt=l 

Subject to : 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

NJ 

2: Tjmt ~ TCmt \I m, t 
j=l 

NT 

2:Xit = XiI - SLi \Ii 
t=l 

N 

2:Pijmt ~ TjmtAmt \I j, m, t 
i=l 

N NJ 

2: 2: Pijmt ~ Amt \I m, t 
i=l j=l 

M 

Oi[I]Xit ~ 2: Pi[l]mt \I j, t 
m=l 

\I j, t 

Nc M Nc 

(5.23) 2: Oi[L]Xit ~ 2: L:Pi[L]mt \I i, m, t 
t m=l t=l 

(5.24) Xit > OJ T jmt E {O, 1 } jPijmt ;::: 0 \Ii, j, m, t 

where, 

Oi[l] is the first operation required by part i. 

Operation j directly precedes operation j' in the process plan of part i. 
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Pijmt is the amount of production time allocated to operation j of part i on 

machine m in period t. 

Also, the processing time allocations are now defined in terms of Pijmt instead of 

Pjmt used earlier. In this model, Equations (5.21), (5.22) and (5.23) track partial 

production amounts by ensuring time is assigned for any operation only if ade-

quate time has been assigned for the operation preceding it. The working of these 

constraints is explained by the following example: 

Suppose part i, has the following process plan: 

Operation 10 5 2 

Time 2 5 7 

Then, constraint (5.21) has the form, 

M 

2Xit :::; I.: Pi,(lO),mt 
m=l 

I.e. production of part i in period t can be positive only if adequate time has 

been assigned for it's first operation during that period. This ensures a holding cost 

is assigned to any production as soon as it is initiated. 

Inequalities corresponding to constraint (5.22) are then, 

r=t M M r=t I.: I.: (Pi,5,mr) :::; I.: I.: (Pi.l0,mr) 

r=l m=l 5 m=l r=l 2 

r=t M M r=t I.: I.: (Pi,2,mr) :::; I.: I.: (Pi,5,mr) 

r=l m=l 7 m=l r=l 5 

Equations (5.23) are: 

Nc M Nc 

I.: 7Xit :::; I.: I.:Pi2mr 
t=l m=l t=l 
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Thus one unit of an operation is performed only if the corresponding amount of its 

preceeding operation has been performed and not utilized. While this increases the 

model size, all additional variables are continuous variables. 
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Case VI. This is the partial production equivalent of model IV. Here V is 

extended by considering tool loading and unloading costs. The model is : 

NT M NJ N N NT 

(5.25) minI: I: I: (LjmtCLj + UjmtCUj) + I:SLi S i1 + I: I: XitChit 
t=1 m=1 j=1 i=1 i=1 t=1 

Subject to : 

(5.26) T jmt - T jm(t-l) < L jmt - U jmt V j, m, t 
NJ 

(5.27) I:Tjmt ~ TCmt Vm, t 
j=1 

NT 

(5.28) I: Xit = XiI - SLi Vi 
t=1 

N 

(5.29) I:Pijmt ~ TjmtAmt V j, m, t 
i=1 

N N J 

(5.30) I: I:Pijmt ~ Amt V m, t 
i=1 j=1 

M 

(5.31) Oi[ljXit ~ I: Pi[ljmt Vj, t 
m=1 

(5.32) I: I: Pij'mT ~ I: I: PijmT tM( ) Mt( ) 

T=1 m=1 Oij' m=1 T=1 Oij 
V j, t 

NI M NI 

(5.33) I: Oi[LjXit ~ I: I:Pi[Ljmt Vi, t 
t=1 m=1 t=1 

(5.34) Xit ~ 0; T jmt E {O, 1 } ; L jmt E {O, 1 } 

Ujmt E {O, 1} ; Pijmt ~ 0 Vi, j, m, t 

This model is similar to model V with the additional constraints (5.26), which count 

tool loading/unloading, and these are minimized in the objective. The complexity 

of this model is discussed in the next section. 
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5.3 Complexity of Model III 

In this section the complexity of model III is examined. Reviewing model III, the 

general formulation (5.1) - (5.7) is : 

MODEL III 

(5.35) min I: SiSil + I: I: chitXit 

subject to: 

(5.36) 

(5.37) 

(5.38) 

(5.39) 

(5.40) 

i i t 

I: OijXit < I:Pjmt 

j 

i m 

I: Pjmt :5 Amt 
j 

Pjmt :5 TjmtAmt 

(5.41) xit,Si,Pjmt ~ OJ Tjmt E {0,1} 

The complexity of Model III can be related to the general knr..psack problem. 

It will be shown that any knapsack problem can be transformed to Model III by 

selection of appropriate paramters. 

The general knapsack problem is: 

N 

(5.42) Max I: CiYi 
i=1 

K 
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subject to: 

N 

(5.43) E WiYi ~ J( 
;=1 

(5.44) Yi E { 0, I} 

This problem is known to be NP-hard [Schrijver 89]. 

Theorem 1 Model III is NP-hard. 

Proof: It is easy to see that Model III is NP-hard, since the enumeration of Tjmt is 

a finite set. 

Then, given K, 

let, 

Amt = N + 1 TC = S T Si = Wi 

Also, 

Gjj = { 1 

o 

if i = j 

otherwise 

These parameters correspond to a 1 machine, N part problem, where each part 

requires exactly 1 unit of 1 unique operation and Wj tools and the machine has a 

tool magazine capacity of J( tools. 

Model III can then be written as : 

(5.45) min - E CjXj 
j 
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subject to: 

(5.46) Xi = Pi Vi 

(5.47) Xi + Si = 1 Vi 

(5.48) EPi ~ 00 
i 

(5.49) Pi < TiM 

(5.50) ETiWi ~ J( 
i 

(5.51) Xi,Pi, Si > OJ Ti E { 0,1 } 

Equations (5.48) are implicitly satisfied, since N is a upper bound for 2:[;1 Pi. 

Using Equations (5.46) to substitute Xi for Pi, the formulation then becomes: 

(5.52) Max E CiXi 

subject to: 

(5.53) 

(5.54) X· < T,·M ,- , 

(5.55) 

(5.56) Xi ~ OJ Ti E {O, I} 

The optimal solution of this will have Xi = Ti. This can be seen by considering the 

following cases: 

1. Assume Ti = OJ Xi > O. This violates constraints (5.54) and is therefore not a· 

feasible solution. 
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2. Assume T.- = 1; 0 ~ Xi < 1. Then, since a solution in whic!"l Xi = 1 is also 

feasible (it does not violate any of the constraints (5.53), (5.54) ), and since 

Ci > CiXi, therefore, 0 < Xi < 1 cannot be optimal. Thus, if T.- = 1, Xi = 1. 

Using this property, we can substitute T.- for Xi. This substitution makes constraint 

(5.53) redundant since Ti is a binary integer variable. We can then write the for-

mulation (5.52 ) - (5.56) as: 

(5.57) Max E ciT.-

subject to: 

(5.58) E TiWi ~ J{ 
i 

(5.59) TiE {O,I} 

which is 'the knapsack problem, (K). 

Thus, Model III is NP-hard. • 
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Figure 5.2: Solution Procedure For III 

5.4 Algorithm for Solution of Model III 
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As proven in the last section, this problem cannot be solved with polynomial time 

algorithms. A 10 period, 50 part, 200 operation, 7 machine system can require as 

many as 14000 integer and 14550 continuous variables. Since this problem is NP-

hard, obtaining an optimal solution for a system of this size is difficult, and so some 

form of heuristic or approximation scheme is called for. In this section an overview 

of such a scheme is first presented, and each step is subsequently detailed. 
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5.4.1 Overview 

Figure (5.2) diagrams the proposed heuristic. A relaxation of model III is obtained 

by disregarding the integer restrictions (5.2) and (5.4). This model is denoted 

RP-l. The solution of this RP-l is used to determine the tool assignments to 

machines, which allows checking of constraints (5.4). If these are satisfied, the 

solution obtained is feasible to model III, and the algorithm terminates. However, 

if this condition is not satisfied, additional constraints limiting tool loading on 

selected machines are added. An optional intermediate step, aimed at reducing 

the degree of infeasibility, is the solution of model RP-II. After solving model RP-

II, the same check for feasibility as described above is performed. Determination 

of a candidate machine to fix tools is done by computing the minimum cost of 

lost production caused by removing tools to make a an infeasible machine feasible. 

Having identified this candidiate, appropriate constraints are added to RP-I and 

RP-II, and the algorithm proceeds with the next iteration. 

Each of the steps shown in Figure (5.2) is detailed next. 

5.4.2 Solve RP-I 

The problem is relaxed by disregarding the integer restrictions (5.2) and (5.4). This 

relaxed model (RP-l) is : 

N N NT NJ N NT 

(5.60) min L:SLiSil + L:I:xitchit + L:L:L:0jmtPjmt 
i=l i=l t=l j=l i=l t=l 
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subject to: 

NT 

(5.61) EXit = Xil - SLi 
t=l 

N M 

(5.62) E OijXit ::; E Pjmt 
i=l m=l 

NJ 

(5.63) EPjmt ::; Amt 
j=l 

Xit ~ OJ Pjmt 2:: 0 

where, 

()jmt is the cost of operation j on machine m in period t, and it's computation is 

described in detail later. 

The solution of RP-1 yields the periodwise production Xit and the processing of 

operations on machines, Pjmt. 

5.4.3 Check Feasibility 

Feasibility requires satisfaction of the constraint 

NJ 

E T jmt ::; TCmb 
j=l 

T jmt E {O, I} 

The relationship 

enables values of Tjmt to be computed directly, as 

Pjmt > 0 =} T jmt = 1 
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and, 

Pjmt = o:::} Tjmt = O. 

This assignment loads only tools that are required for some processing, and since 

none of the tools loaded is kept idle this is the least tool solution for the production 

mix Xit. We can now check constraint 

NJ 

LTjmt ~ Temt 
j=l 

for violations. If there is no violation, we have a feasible solution. Otherwise an 

attempt is made to reduce the number of violations. This is done by seeking an 

alternate solution which has the same objective value as RP-l, but with fewer 

violations. 

5.4.4 Solution Infeasibility Reduction 

This step is concerned with obtaining the best alternate solution to RP-l. "Best" 

here is defined as that solution which has the same objective value z* as RP-l, but 

has the least number of tool magazine violations. To do so, the following formulation 

is used: 

Problem RP-II 

N NJ M 

(5.64) max L L L WjmtPjmt 
i=l j=l m=l 

Subject to : 

N N NT 

(5.65) LSLi S i1 + LLXitRt ~ z* 
i=l i=l t=l 



(5.66) 

(5.67) 

(5.68) 

(5.69) 

where, 

NT 

LXit = XiI - SLi 
t=1 

N M 

L OijXit :::; L Pjmt 
i=1 m=l 

NJ 

LPjmt:::; Amt 
j=1 

Xit > OJ Pjmt 2:: 0 

Wjmt is a weight assigned to operation Pjmt 
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This formulation is similar to RP-l, but for the objective and constraints (5.65). 

These are explained below. The decision variables here are the same, i.e. Xit and 

pjmt. Equation (5.65) guarantees the solution obtained by RP-II is at least as good 

as the solution obtained by RP-I, 

N N NT 

z· = LSLiSi1 + LLXitRt 
i=l i=lt=l 

where Xit, and SLi are the values of decision variables obtained from RP-l. 

The best optimal solution is one which has the fewest tool magazine capacity 

violations. It is not possible to "count" the violations without running into the 

same integrality problems that we are trying to circumvent. The objective used 

approximates the effect of counting and minimizing the tool loading per machine. 

A detailed description of the procedure for obtaining the weights corresponding to 

the operations, Pjmt is given below. 

For each machine in each period, 

1. Place Pjmt in nonincreasing order. 
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2. Construct the weight vector for all operations assigned to a 

machine (TCm, TCm-I, ... 1,0,0,0), and assign weights Wjmt to correspond-

ingly ranked pjmt. 

These weights are used as the coefficients of Pjmt in the objective function of 

RP-II. 

As an illustration of this procedure, suppose machine 1 with a tool capacity of 5 

has 7 operations assigned to it in period 2, as follows : 

Operation 1 9 15 20 35 

Time 70 120 100 35 20 

Weight 2 5 4 0 0 

The objective function corresponding to Pj22 is then 

max 5P9,1,2 + 4P15,1,2 + 3P38,l,2 + 2Pl,1,2 + P37,1,2 

An alternate objective for achieving the same effect is 

NJ M NT 

Max I: I: I: IPjmt - Amt!TCmtl 
j=1 m=1 t:::l 

37 38 

45 90 

1 3 

This objective would maximize the deviations from the average time a tool is used 

on a machine, and any Pjmt > Amt!TCmt would be made as large as possible, 

while any Pjmt < Amt!TCmt would be made as small as possible to maximize the 

difference. However, at this time only the former has been implemented. 

The effect of using these weights is to force the solution to be "unbalanced", and 

thus· reduce the number of tools loaded on machines. 

The solution obtained here is checked for feasibility to the original problem by 

the same procedure described above. It the solution is feasible, the iterations are 
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terminated. However if it is not feasible, then the next step is the adjustment of 

penalties for using operations causing violations in tool magazine constraints. 

5.4.5 Fix Tools 

The next step is performed only if there are some machines in the solution of RP-II 

that have more tools assigned to them than their magazine capacity. The objective 

of this step is to determine a penalty for using those operations contributing to tool 

magazine capacity violations. 

Let, 

M be the set of all machines. 

V the set machines such that 

NJ 

I: Tjmt > TCmt 
j=1 

The procedure for determining this penalty is 

1. Determine the machine on which tools should be fixed. 

This is done by computing the cost of dropping the necessary number of vio-

lating tools for each m E V. To do this we need to solve the following integer 

program for each machine for each time period (Le. for each m, t) : 

N 

(5.70) min I: Si1 Di 
i=1 

subject to: 

(5.71) 
N 

I: OijDi = PlmtTj 
i=1 
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(5.72) 

NJ NJ 

(5.73) 2:Tj = 2: Tjmt - TCmt \/m E V 
j=1 j=1 

NT 
(5.74) 8; :5 2: X~t \/ i 

t=1 

(5.75) 8; > OJ Tj E {O, 1 } 

where, 

pjmt is the value of Pjmt from RP-IIj 

X~t is the value of Xit from RP-IIj 

8; is the lost production due to tool dropping. 

The objective minimizes the lost production due to tool dropping. Equations 

(5.71) ensure all time allocated for a dropped tool is used. Equations (5.72) en-

sure only those operations that have been assigned to the machine are dropped. 

Equations (5.73) ensure the amount of part i dropped is less than the amount 

assigned for production. 

Even though this integer program is not large, its solution has not been at-

tempted in the implementation of the algorithm because of the limitations of 

available computational resources. Rather, a simple procedure to approximate 

the loss due to tool dropping is described below 

(a) For each tool j, on m, determine the worst case cost of dropping the tool 

(costj). The worst case cost is the cost of lost production if the time 

corresponding to this tool is removed from the system. This is obtained 



by solving: 

N 

(5.76) min costj - ESilai 
i=1 

subject to : 

N 

(5.77) EOijai =PJmt 
i=1 

NT 

(5.78) ai :::; EX~t 
t=1 

(5.79) 
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This formulation is similar to (5.70) - (5.74). It is not difficult to solve this 

formulation optimally. To do so, for each operation parts with the least 

shortage cost per unit are selected for dropping from production until the 

time assigned to this operation equals the time utilized by the dropped 

production on this operation. This serves as an estimate of lost production 

cost for that tool. Having determined the cost for all tools on a machine, 

that set is designated for dropping which results in the least total dropping 

cost. This is the estimate of dropping costs for each machine. Then, of 

all machines with violations, that which results in the least dropping cost 

is selected and the tools the tools that resulted in it's dropping cost are 

marked to be dropped, and the remaining fixed. The procedure to do this 

IS 

1. Rank all parts on key Sib ascending. Let [i] be the part at position i. 

11. i = 1. 

iii. while Pjmt > 0 
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• temp - Min{pjmt,temp} 

• costj = costj + S1[ij * (temp/O[ijj) 

• Pjmt = Pjmt - temp 

IV. Solve 

NJ 

(5.80) Cm = min .Ecostjli 
j=1 

subject to: 

NJ 

(5.81) .Eli = .ETjmt - TCmt 
;=1 

li E {O, 1 } 

This can be solved by the following procedure: 

• Sort the operations on cost; ascending. 

• Select the first TCmt operations for retention, and mark the rest as 

candidates for dropping. 

v. Select m*, such that 

Cm - = mini Cm \I m E V}. 

2. Increment Count-Fixed(m*), where 

Count-Fixed( m*) is the number of times machine m* has been selected to 

be fixed. 

The algorithm can be run so that tools are not dropped from a machine until a 

machine becomes the candidate machine for fixing a specified number of times. 
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3. For each tool, Tjmot marked to be dropped, increment Times-Dropped( j, m*, t), 

where, 

Times-Dropped(j, m, t ) is the count of the number of times tool T jmt has 

been selected to be dropped. This counter is used to determine which 

tools are finally dropped from a machine - i.e. when a machine becomes 

a candidate for dropping a specified number of timeR, those tools with the 

highest values of the counter Times-Dropped are selected for dropping. 

4. If Count-Fixed(m*) > F*, where, 

F* is a limit on the number of times a machine is allowed to be a candidate 

machine for tool fixing, before actually fixing tools on it, 

then Drop those tools that have been marked for dropping most often, so that 

the violation is removed. 

5. If Count-Fixed(m*) :::; F* then 

For all tools selected to be dropped increase the penalty for using the 

operation corresponding to the tool: 

Bjmt = M ax{>.(m, t), 2 * Bjmd 

For all tools to be fixed, set the penalty to zero: 

Bjmt = 0 

where, 

>'(m, t) is the dual cost associated with the constraint 
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L:Pjmt ~ Amt 
j=l 

in the solution of RP -II. 

6. For all ()jmt such that m E M \ V, 

These iterations are continued till a feasible solution is obtained. 

The following points are noteworthy 
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1. A feasible solution will ultimately be obtained by the algorithm. This is be-

cause there are a finite number of machines, and after at most F* M iterations 

some machine will become a candidate for tool fixing. Once tools are fixed on 

the machine, its tool loading remains feasible with respect to tool magazine 

constraints for all subsequent iterations. Again, since there are M machines, 

each of which can be in violation in each of the T periods, at most F* M2T 

iterations will be needed to fix each machine for each period, at which point 

we have a feasible tool loading assignment. 

2. Selection of F*, the number of times a machine is selected for fixing before 

actually fixing tools on it, is not determinable exactly. In the implementations, 

it has been kept proportional to the size of the problem being solved. 

3. The reduction and increase in (}jmt by a factor of 2 is also somewhat arbitrary. 

The only restriction is that the factor should be greater than one. 
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The algorithm was coded using FORTRAN, and XMP [XMP] was used for solv

ing the linear programs RP-I and RP-II. This code was validated by comparing the 

solution obtained for a test problem against the solution obtained by using LINDO 

on the IBM PC. 

Figure 5.3 charts the change in objective function of one of the test problems 

(detailed in Appendix A) with each iteration. The algorithm terminates at itera

tion six, when the solution obtained is feasible. The best known integer solution 

indicated on the chart is the best solution obtained using LINDO, which could not 

improve this solution since it exhausted the maximum number of nodes permisable 

by the package. 

Different values of F* result in different trajectories to feasible solutions. This 

is illustrated in Figure 5.4, where the trajectories followed are plotted against it

erations for the same problem with different values of F*. Before discussing the 

influence of the two parameters in greater detail the complexity of the problem 

is investigated, and an attempt is made at obtaining a good lower bound for the 

problem. 
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Figure 5.3: Trajectory of Objective 
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Figure 5.4: Change in Trajectory for Different Values of F* 
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5.4.6 Derivation of a Lower Bound 

In this section an attempt is made to derive a good lower bound for the model 

(5.1) - (5.7). A tight lower bound for this problem is difficult to obtain. This is 

due to the dependence of the optimal solution on the characteristics of the part set. 

This dependence is illustrated by following example. 

A test FMS with two machines is required to produce 3 parts in two time periods. 

The system is described by the following tables: 

Machine 1 Machine 2 

Tool Capacity 2 2 

Operations 1,2,3 4,5,6 

Time 480,480 480,480 

Table5.: System Description 

Details relating to the processing of these parts are contained in Table 5.2. 

Part Operations Time/Operations Demand Shortage Carrying 

Cost Cost/Period 

1 1,2 4,2 120 600 5 

2 3,4,5 1,5,2 80 500 4 

3 5,6 2,5 100 400 5 

Table 5.2: Part Description 

The optimal (integer) solution for this system, along with the solution for the L.P. 

relaxation are reported in the table below. Also included is the solution obtained 
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by the heuristic : 

Solution Method Value of Solution 

L.P. Solution 20,975 

I. P. Solution 41,457 

Heuristic Soln 45,148 

The gap between the solution of the L.P. relaxation and the optimal solution of 

the integer program arises due to the tool magazine restrictions. 

As can be seen from Table 5.2, part 2 cannot be produced in the same period as 

part 1 or part 3 because this would result in tool magazine violations on machine 1 

and 2 respectively. This exclusion is not considered in the L.P relaxation, and only 

shortage costs arising from time infeasibility on machines are considered. But time 

infeasibility on machines is not a factor at level two, since the productIon determined 

at level one guarantees this. Hence, shortage costs arising from interference of 

parts leading to tool infeasibility are not reflected in the L.P relaxation and this 

contributes to the distance between the bound and the exact solution. 

Various Lagrangian relaxations have not provided any tightening of the LP 

bound. In the remainder of this section we shall explore various alternative La-

grangian rela.'lCations. The formulation for Model III is (5.1) - (5.7): 

N N NT 

(5.82) min LSLiSil + LLXitchit 
i=l i=lt=l 

subject to: 

NT 

(5.83) LXit = XiI - SLi Vi 
t=l 



(5.84) 

(5.85) 

(5.86) 

(5.87) 

N M 
L OijXit ~ L Pjmt \I j, t 
i=l m=l 

NJ 

LPjmt ~ Amt \1m, t 
j=l 

Pjmt ~ TjmtAmt Vj, m, t 

NJ 

L Tjmt ~ TCmt \I m, t 
j=l 

(5.88) Xit > OJ Pjmt > 07jmt E {O, 1} 

Relaxing constraint (5.85) gives the following Lagrangian relaxation: 

N N NT NJ NT NJ 

(5.89) 8(A) = min LSLiSi1 + LLXitchit + LL(LPjmt - Amt)Ajt 

Subject to : 

(5.90) 

(5.91) 

(5.92) 

(5.93) 

i=l i:::l t=l j=l t=l j=l 

NT 

LXit = XiI - SLi \I i 
t=l 

N M 
L OijXit ~ L Pjmt V j, t 
i=l m=l 

Pjmt ~ TjmtAmt \I j, m, t 
NJ 

LTjmt < TCmt \1m ,t 
j=l 

(5.94) Xit > OJ Pjmt ~ 0 j Tjmt E {O, 1} 
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We know 8( A) is a lower bound for the optimal value of Model III for all A ~ o. 

However, this subproblem is identical to the original formulation with respect to 

the integer variables, and so no computational advantage is gained in solving this to 

obtain a bound on the optimal value of the formulation. Hence, relaxing constraint 

(5.85) does not help in obtaining a better bound that can be computed easily. A 

physical interpretation of this relaxation is that penalties are added to relieve time 

feasibility restrictions on each machine, which does not address the issue of part 



interference leading to tool magazine violations. 

We can relax constraint (5.84), giving the Lagrangian subproblem: 

N N NT NJ NT N M 

(5.95) O(A) = min 'E SLiSil + 'E'EXitChit + 'E'E('E0ijXit - 'E Pjmt)Ajt 

Subject to : 

(5.96) 

(5.97) 

(5.98) 

(5.99) 

i=1 i=1 t=1 j=1 t=1 i=1 m=1 

NT 
. 'EXit = XiI - SLi Vi 

t=1 
NJ 
'EPjmt ~ Amt Vm, t 
j=1 

Pjmt ~ TjmtAmt V j, m, t 
NJ 
'E Tjmt ~ TCmt V m, t 
j=1 

(5.100)xit > OJ Pjmt 2:: 0 Tjmt E {O, I} 
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This can be broken into two subproblems (PI) and (P2) which can be solved 

separately: 

M 

(5.101)01(Al) = max 'E (Pjmt)Ajt 

subject to: 

(5.102) 

(5.103) 

(5.104) 

m=1 

NJ 
'EPjmt ~ Amt 
j=1 

Pjmt < TjmtAmt 

NJ 

'E T;mt ~ TCmt 
j=1 

(5.105)Pjmt 2:: 0 Tjmt E {O, I} 
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N N NT NJ NT N 

(5.106)82('\2) = min E SL i S il + E E Xitchit + E E(E OijXit)'\jt 
i=1 i=1 t=1 j=1 t=1 i=l 

subject to: 

NT 

(5.107)EXit = XiI - SL i 
t=1 

(5.108)xit ~ 0; SLi > 0 

Solution of (PI) is independent of Xit and Sit. We can solve PI for Pjmt by the 

following assignment: 

For each m, t, 

{ 

Amt 
Pj1mt = 0 

otherwise. 

The solution of Tjmt is obtained by the following assignment: 

Pjmt > 0 =} Tjmt = 1 

and, 

Pjmt = 0 =} Tjmt = o. 

This solution is feasible for constraints (5.102). Constraints (5.103) are also satisfied, 

by the assignment above. Constraints (5.104) are also satisfied since the for each 

machine only one Pjmt is set to Amtl and therefore only one of the variables Tjmt 

is set to 1 for each machine in each period. Therefore, assuming TCmt ~ 1, (if 

TCmt = 0 then the machine can be removed from consideration) constraints (5.104) 
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are satisfied as well. Thus this solution is feasible to PI. It is optimal since, by 

definition of the procedure, 

and so 

The following procedure is proposed for solution of (P2): 

if Si1 < (~Oij>'jt) V tENt, set Si = di, 
3=1 

else, 

where, 

This solution is feasible to P2 since constraint (5.107) is satisfied. It is optimal 

since for each part, we have the least possible contribution to the objective, (5.106). 

Before discussing the quality of this bound, consider the formulation of the LP : 

N N NT 

(5.:).09)min LSLiSil + LLXitchit 
i=1 i=1t=1 

subject to: 

N M 
(5.110)L OijXit :::; E Pjmt V j, t 

(5.111) 

i=1 m=1 

NJ 

LPjmt :::; Amt Vm, t 
j=1 



NT 

(5.112) EXit = XiI - SLi Vi 
t=1 

(5.113) Xit 2:: OJ Pjmt 2:: 0 

The Lagrangian subproblem obtained by relaxing constraint (5.110) is: 

N N NT NJ NT N M 

(5.114)0(A3) = min E SLiS i1 + EEXitchit + EE(EOijXit - E Pjmt)Ajt 
i=1 i=1 t=1 j=1 t=1 i=1 m=1 

subject to: 

NT 

(5.115)EXit = XiI - SLi Vi 
t=1 

NJ 

(5.116) EPjmt ~ Amt "1m, t 
j=1 

(5.117) Xit 2:: OJ Pjmt 2:: 0 
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Since the integer constraints were not binding in (5.95) - (5.100), the two relax-

ations will have identical solutions. Therefore, relaxing constraint (5.110) will not 

improve the bound obtained by the linear relaxation. 

An improvement on the bound can be obtained by identifying all parts that 

"interfere" with each other. It is easy to identify such pairs when machines do 

not have any operation overlap, but this task becomes difficult in cases when tool 

sharing among machines is allowed. For the no overlap case, let iI, i2 be a pair of 

interfering parts. Then, we can add the constraints 

either Xil,t = 0 or Xi2,t = 0 for each period. 

The implementation of this requires two binary variables per period for each pair 

of interfering parts. The constraints are: 



Yil + Yi2 ~ 1 

Yil Yi2 E {O,1} 
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This may result in a formulation with fewer integer variables. Using this method 

with the test data presented earlier, the optimal solution, 41457, is obtained. How

ever, since the available computing resources did not permit solution of such integer 

formulations, the value of the LP has been used as the bound of the integer solution 

for comparing the heuristic solution. 
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5.5 Computational Results 

Four experiments were performed: 

1. To determine the effect of A on the algorithm's performance. 

2. To determine the effect of F* on the algorithm's performance. 

3. To determine the algorithm's performance against a lower bound. 

4. To investigate the influence of the number of tools and the degree of operation 

overlap on the performance of an FMS. 

As discussed in the last section, the lower bound used is the value of the objective 

of the initial relaxed problem (RP-1 at iteration 1). This ratio is denoted as D* and 

is defined as : 

D* = Objective at Termination 
L.P.Objective . 

In addition to this, the number of iterations were also used to indicate the relative 

computing times for solution of different problems. The count of iterations till 

termination is denoted as J*. 

5.5.1 Influence of A on the algorithm's performance 

A is the penalty multiplier, and the penalty for using an overloaded machine is suc-

cessively increased by this factor till the algorithm fixes the tools on that machine. 

To determine the effect of A on the performance of the algorithm, some test runs 

were made. Results of one such run are presented in Table 5.3: 



A 1.1 

D* 1.29 

1* 34 

2.0 5.0 9.0 10.0 12.0 13.0 

1.27 1.27 1.27 1.533 1.533 1.27 

30 13 13 42 36 13 

Table 5.3: Change in D* with A 

Test Case 1: L. P. Solution = 20445.48 

F* =5 
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15.0 20.0 

1.27 1.27 

13 13 

It can be seen here that for some 9 :::; >. < 13 the value of D* changes significantly. 

The influence of >. seems to be more significant in FMSs with a greater degree of 

operation overlap. However, the number of iterations increases as A decreases for 

all cases. Thus, it is recommended that A be kept as small as possible, keeping in 

mind the payoff of increased iterations. For all further tests, A = 2 has been used 

unless otherwise stated. 

5.5.2 Influence of F* on the algorithm's performance 

Several tests were conducted to measure the influence of F* on the performance 

of the algorithm. These are presented in Table 5.4 For test cases 1 - 5 the influence 

of F* is not significant, however, for case 6 there is a marked improvement in the 

quality of the result with an increase in F* from 1 to 2, with no further improvement 

with additional increase in F*. However, in all cases, the number of iterations 

required until termination is nondecreasing with F*. Hence it is recommended that 

F* be kept as large as possible. For testing the heuristic, some of the problems solved 
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F* = 1 F* =2 F* =4 F* = 6 F* =11 

Test # D* Hers D* Iters D* Iters D* Iters D* Iters 

1 1.01. 7 1.0J. 10 1.01. 16 1.01' 22 1.01 37 

2 1.72 22 1.72 64 1.72 105 1.72 145 1.72 245 

3 1.13 17 1.21 56 1.21 74 1.21 110 1.21 185 

4 1.09 22 1.09 30 1.08 46 1.08 61 1.08 96 

5 1.00 3 1.00 3 1.00 3 1.00 3 1.00 3 

6 \ 1.59 '1 9 1.25 12 1.25 13 1.25 18 1.25 33 
'I' II O. ,,;: I' ' 

.. _ .... , 

Table 5.4: Influence of F* 

required more time than the allowable CPU quotas on the VAX8700 computer, and 

unless otherwise stated, F* = 1 for all further runs. 

It should be noted that F* and A are not entirely independent. It is evident that 

F* = 1 = A = 00. 

Also, it is possible to set values of A and F* keeping in mind the fact that if the 

same tools are identified for fixing over successive iterations, the penalty multiplier 

at which they finally get fixed is AP
o. If an estimate of the maximum desired 

penalty multiplier is known, it is possible to set A and F* so that this is reached at 

termination. 
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Number of Total Number of 

Machines Tool Capacity Operations 

3 9 15 25 50 100 

5 10 25 50 100 

7 14 50 100 

Table 5.5: Test FMSs 

5.5.3 Performance of the Algorithm 

In order to test the performance of the algorithm, random part sets were generated 

and tested with different flexible manufacturing systems. These systems differed 

from each other in the number of machines and the number of operations per

formed in the system. Table 5.5 describes the various configurations of Flexible 

Manufacturing Systems used for testing the heuristic. 

For each of the FMSs, tool magazine capacity was distributed equally on all 

machines. Three levels of operation overlap were considered: 

1. 0 % overlap : each operation was feasible only on a unique machine. 

2. 50% overlap: 50% of the operations could be performed by two machines, and 

the remaining were feasible on only one machine. 

3. 100 % overlap: All machines were identical, and each capable of performing all 

the operations in the system. 

Random part sets were generated so that the total time required for processing 
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them was equal to the total system time available. Five tests were done for each 

test FMS to determine the performance of the algorithm. As mentioned earlier, the 

results obtained by the algorithm were compared against the solution obtained from 

the relaxed model, which is used as a lower bound. Table 5.6 presents the results of 

the average value of n* obtained for five part mixes for each of the test FMSs, and 

Table 5.7 reports the a.verage number of iterations required until termination for 

these test cases. Table 5.8 contains the standard deviations for n* and Table 5.9 

presents the standard deviations of I* for the test cases. Detailed results for each 

test case are reported in Appendix A. 

The average value of n* over all test cases is 1.12, i.e. the solution obtained by 

the heuristic is 12% of the lower bound. Unless each test case has an optimal integer 

solution equal to the lower bound, the gap between the heuristic solution and the 

optimal is smaller. Also, from these tests we can see that the solution obtained 

appears to improve with an increase in the degree of overlap. However, the high 

values of n* for 0% and 50% overlap do not necessarily indicate the quality of 

the solution obtained by the heuristic; as discussed in the previous section the gap 

between the bound and the optimal solution can be sustantial, depending on the 

characteristics of the part set. Howver, as can be seen from Table 5.7, an increase in 

the degree of overlap requires a greater number of iterations for termination. This 

is not surprising, since an increase in the degree of overlap increases the solution 

space. 

In order to further assess the nature of variation with the solution with the degree 
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NUMBER OF MACHINES 

3 5 7 

OPERS OPERS OPERS 
--

OVERLAP 15 25 50 100 25 50 100 50 100 

0% D* 1.02 1.50 1.38 1.29 1.09 1.22 1.20 1.13 1.33 

50 % D* 1.00 1.17 1.10 1.14 1.01 1.09 1.07 1.12 1.26 

1QO % D* 1.01 1.05 1.04 1.07 1.01 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.07 

Table 5.6: Average Value of D* for Test FMSs 

of overlap, further tests were conducted. These are described in the next section. 
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NUMBER OF MACHINES 

3 5 7 

OPERS OPERS OPERS 

OVERLAP 15 25 50 100 25 50 100 50 100 

0% 1* 16.20 26.16 17.40 13.60 13.20 24.20 24.00 17.60 26.00 

50 % 1* 6.40 19.40 17.60 13.60 11.20 24.60 29.40 23.20 32.00 

100 % 1* 25.60 22.20 20.00 17.80 17.20 20.80 27.60 21.60 46.40 

Table 5.7: Average Value of I* for Test FMSs 

NUMBER OF MACHINES 

3 5 7 

OPERS OPERS OPERS 

OVERLAP 15 25 50 100 25 50 100 50 100 

0% D* .036 .365 .231 .300 .095 .159 .157 .107 .017 

50 % D* .001 .145 .073 .040 .010 .049 .092 .090 .115 

100 % D* .011 .035 .014 .055 .013 .016 .014 .017 .032 

Table 5.8: Standard Deviation of D* for Test FMSs 
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NUMBER OF MACHINES 

3 5 7 

OPERS OPERS OPERS 

OVERLAP 15 25 50 100 25 50 100 50 100 

0% l* 10.00 26.16 4.54 4.54 5.91 3.43 4.94 3.44 14.46 

50 % l* 3.14 7.31 2.80 3.07 5.49 4.03 4.92 6.36 6.69 

100 % l* 12.14 4.06 2.76 2.71 13.07 8.38 14.4 621.60 10.12 

Table 5.9: Standard Deviation of I* for Test FMSs 
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5.5.4 FMS Performance with varying tool capacity and overlap 

Having determined the degree of overlap is a significant factor in the performance of 

the test FMSs against the lower bound, further tests were conducted to investigate 

the nature of this relationship using the heuristic. 

A five machine FMS was tested with the following tool capacities: 

1. 3 tools per machine, or 15 tools in the system. 

2. 4 tools per machine, or 20 tools in the system. 

3. 5 tools per machine, or 25 tools in the system. 

4. 10 tools per machine, or 50 tools in the system. 

Parts were generated from a system with 50 operations. The same three levels 

of overlap (0%, 50%, 100%) were used. 

Ten parts were generated for ten periods of operation. The following procedure 

was used to generate the parts: 

1. A random number of machines to be visited was generated. 

2. For each machine, a random number of operations performed was generated. 

This could not exceed the number of operations the machine could perform 

(since an operation can be performed only once). A random number of opera

tions for the part was generated, and the operations per machine were scaled 

down to equal the number of operations for the part. 
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3. Random times for each operation were generated by first generating a random 

processing time for the part, then scaling operation times such that their sum 

was equal to the time assigned for the part. 

4. This process was repeated for all parts. 

5. Based on the average processing time of the part set, the average number 

of parts that can be processed given a system time was computed. Demand 

was generated from this average, and the total time required for the part set 

determined. Demand for each part was then scaled down to so that the total 

time used equaled the totai system time. 

6. Finally, random shortage and carrying costs were generaged. 

The following additional specific parameters were used for the experiment: 

Random Parameter 

Number of machines visited 

N umber of Operations per Part 

Processing Time for Each Part 

Range of Shortage Costs 

Range of Carrying Costs 

Distribution 

U(1,5) 

U(7,22) 

U(12,38) 

U(300,500) 

U(5,20) 

Table 5.10 reports the average results of the five part sets tested. Detailed results 

are included in Appendix B. 

Table (5.10) shows there is a decrease in the gap between the solution obtained 

by the heuristic and the lower bound with an increase in the degree of overlap. This 
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# 0% 50 % 100 % 

of Overlap Overlap Overlap 

Tools D* D* D* 

15 1.93 2.47 1.7 

20 1.464 1.52 1.02 

25 1.35 1.04 1.00 

50 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Table 5.10: Variation of D* with Tools and Overlap 

decrease occurs with an increase in the number of tools available in the system. For 

the case where all tools are available at all times, the heuristic and the L.P. solution 

are identical. This is to be expected since tool magazine capacity in each period 

is sufficient to enable all tools required to be loaded. While this does not add 

any information about the nature of variation of the solution of the heuristic with 

either tool availibility or degree of overlap, it contributes to the credibility of the 

implementation of the algorithm. 

The high ratios in some of the test cases are not necessarily indicative of a poor 

solution obtained by the heuristic. This follows from the discussion relating to the 

lower bound. 
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Chapter 6 

LEVEL 3: ROUTE ASSIGNMENT 

Level 3 assigns routes to parts once the system configuration has been determined 

at level 2. Among the primary objectives at this level is the alleviation of material 

handling workload. This is done in two steps: 

1. If there are empty tools slots in magazines after tools have been assigned at 

level 2, additional tools are loaded into these slots so as to increase the number 

of alternate routes each part may take through the system. 

2. Once all tool magazines are filled, alternate routes are prescribed for parts, and 

those routes that minimize the material handling load are selected. 

6.1 Increasing Routing Flexibility 

There are two measures of flexibility that can be maximized: 

1. Maximize the sum of shareable processing time: 

E E(Tjm + T:nt) E( OijxD 
j m i 

2. Maximize the product of sharable processing time: 

II ~]Tjm + T:nt)(E OjjXD 
j m j 

Where, 

Tim = Binary indicator of tool j loaded on machine m, passed down from the level 

2 solution. 
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Tjm = Binary indicator of tool j added on machine m at level 3 defined only for those 

machines on which the operation j can be performed and is not already loaded. 

x~ is the production of item i for the current time period determined at level 2. 

At level 3 the problem is a static problem. The index t is therefore not used 

since the decisions for each period are made independently. 

Thus, E;;;=1(Tjm + Tjm) is the number of tools that can perform operation j. 

Maximizing the sum of processing time results in the operations requiring greater 

processing time being assigned to as many machines as possible. However the op-

erations requiring less processing -time will be limited to a relatively low number of 

machines. This may increase the material handling requirements from/to these ma-

chines, but will result in fewer bottleneck machines. A similar measure of flexibility 

is considered in [Agnetis and Nicolo '90]. 

Maximizing the product of processing times will tend to equalize the number of 

machines performing all operations. This will increase the number of routes, but 

may not ease the workload on bottleneck machines. This can increase the robustness 

of the schedule to machine breakdowns. 

6.1.1 Maximization of Sum of Flexibility 

We will first consider maximizing the sum of shareable processing times. Since Tjm 

is not a decision variable, the term Ef~1 E;;;=1 TJm(Ei OijXi) is a constant and is 

not included in the following formulation 

(6.1) maXLLTjmLOijX~ 
j m i 
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subject to: 

NJ 

(6.2) L,:(Tjm + Tjm) ~ Tem V m 
j=1 

(6.3) Tjm E {O, 1} 

Equation (6.1) maximizes the amount of time that can be processed on different 

machines. Equations (6.2) restrict the number of additional tools to be loaded on 

a machine to the available free space on the magazine. 

A simple procedure for obtaining a feasible solution is: 

1. Rank operations on (I:i OijXi), descending. Let [j] be the operation at position 

j breaking ties arbitrarily. 

2. j = 1 

3. T[j]m' = 1 if 3m' E M such that: 

8m, > 8m V {m E MIO[j]m - T[j]m = 1 } 

4. j = j + 1 

5. If j ~ Nj goto 2 else terminate. 

This procedure begins by loading as many tools as possible for the operation 

requiring the maximum processing time over the part set, and continues in this 

manner, selecting the most time intensive operation from among the remaining 

until either all operations are considered or all tool magazines are filled to capacity. 

The solution is feasible since constraint (6.2) is satisfied at each step. This procedure 
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results in an optimal solution since at each step of the algorithm insertion of any 

other tool will, at best, equal the contribution to the objective by the insertion of 

the tool prescribed by the algorithm by definition of the algorithm. 

6.1.2 Maximization of Product of Flexibility 

The formulation for maximization of product of flexibility maximization is: 

(6.4) max II I)1jm + Tim)(L: OijXij) 
j m i 

subject to: 

(6.5) I)Tjm + Tim) :5 Tem V m 
j 

(6.6) Tjm E {a, I} 

Before discussing the procedure for solution of this formulation, consider the 

product of a set of variables 

where, 

Xi is an integer variable with value Xi, 

Ai is the weight assigned to Xi. 

If any of the variables can be increased by one, it is obvious that the maximum 

increase of the objective results from increasing {Xi'lxi' :5 Xi ViE f}. Based on 

this property, the following procedure is suggested for obtaining a feasible solution 

to the above formulation 
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1. For all machines, such that Ej(Tjm + Tim) < Tem, arrange operations such 

that the number of tools available for each of the operations is an ascending 

sequence, i.e., E~=l(Tjm + TJm' ascending. This ensures only those machines 

with spare tool capacity are considered for additional tools. Let lj] be the 

operation at position j. 

2. j = 1. 

3. Load the operation with the least number of tools on some machine that can 

perform the operation i.e. set TUlm = 1 for any m that can process operation 

[j]. 

4. j = j + 1 

5. If j ::; Nj goto 1 else terminate 

This procedure attempts to equalize the tools loaded per operation. The solution 

obtained is feasible since the constraint (6.5) is satisfied at each step. The solution 

is optimal since at each step of the algorithm the objective increases the most by 

selecting the tool prescribed by the algorithm, and selection of any other tool cannot 

increase the objective any more at that step. 
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6.2 Route Allocation 

Once all tool magazines have been filled, alternate routes are prescribed for 

each part, and of these alternate routes those that minimize the material handling 

workload are selected. The set of feasible routes for a part are all possible sequences 

of machines that can complete the processing requirements for the part with each 

machine in the sequence performing at least one operation. The following model is 

proposed for this level: 

N K 
(6.7) min I: I: CikYikXi 

i=l k=l 

subject to: 

(6.8) I:Yik = 1 V i 
k 

N K 
(6.9) I: I: YiktikmXi ::; Am V m 

i=l k=l 

(6.lO) Yik ~ 0 Vi, k 

where, 

Cik = cost of transporting part i under route k 

Yik = Fraction of part i assigned to route k. 

tikm = time spent by part i on machine m under route k. 

Am = time available on machine m during this period (material handling devices are 

also considered as machines). 

As mentioned before, the problem is a static problem, and the index t is not used 

here since this model has to be solved for each time period independently. 
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Equations (6.7) ensure the fractions assigned to different routes total the require

ment for the part. Equations (6.8) guarantee the workload assigned to each machine 

is less than the time available on that machine. The objective minimizes the cost 

of transporting the part set. Model (6.7) - (6.10) is a linear program. Constraints 

(6.8) and (6.9) are generalized upper-bound constraints, and thus this model can 

be efficiently solved by the generalized upper bound technique (G UBT) [Murty 83]. 

This model is solved for each period, and the resulting Yik can be used to sequence 

parts into the system. Before this model can be solved, it is necessary to determine 

the cost of transportation for each of the alternate plans. 

6.2.1 Enumeration of Alternate Routes 

The number of alternate routes maybe large. In the worst case, the number of 

routes for a part may be Mn where, 

n is the number of operations required to process the part. 

M is the number of machines in the system. 

Routes are enumerated in the following manner: 

1. For each operation j, required to complete part i, determine a candidate set 

of machines, Cj • 

2. Determine alternate routes, selecting one machine from each Cj , until all pos

sible combinations are exhausted. Store only the unique combinations. 

This is illustrated by the following example: 
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Consider a part requiring operations { 1, 3, 5, 9 }, and a two machine system 

loaded with the following tools: 

Operations 

Machines 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 x x x x x 

2 x x x 

Then, the following candidate sets of machines for each operation are considered: 

Operation Machines 

1 1 2 

3 1 

5 1 2 

9 2 

There are n Cj = 2 X 1 X 1 X 2 x 1 = 4 possible routes. These are 

Operation Routes 

1 1 1 2 2 

3 1 1 1 1 

5 1 2 1 2 

9 2 2 2 2 

From each route, it is now easy to calculate tikm' the time spent by part i on 

machine m under plan k. 

Calculation of Cik 
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Cik is calculated by computing the distance covered by the part under route k, 

and this, multiplied by the cost of transportation, gives the total transportation 

cost. It is assumed that knowledge exists on transportation cost (distance) between 

all machine pairs. 

In conclusion, at level 3 the problem of assigning routes to parts has been tackled 

by first increasing the routing flexibility of the system, and then using this flexibility 

to allocate plans to parts. Once these routes have been assigned to parts, these 

decisions are p~sed to the shop floor where detailed dispatching decisions take 

place. An example detailing the use of this methodology is presented in the next 

chapter. 
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EXAMPLE 
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In this chapter, an application of this hierarchy to a test FMS is demonstrated. 

The purpose of this example is to both illustrate the hierarchical technique and to 

demonstrate the completeness of the linkage between levels. The solutions obtained 

using models for each of the levels of the hierarchy are presented and discussed. 

The test FMS is composed of three machines and two Automatically Guided 

Vehicles (AGVs) described in Table (7.1). Ten parts are produced in the planning 

horizon. Table (7.2) contains the process plans for these parts. At levell, a two 

period model is solved. The first period of level 1 corresponds to three periods of 

level 2. The solution of level 2 is then used for solving level 3. The level 3 solution is 

used as input for a simulation model, and the performance of the system is observed. 

Machine 1 Machine 2 Machine 3 AGVS 

Tool Capacity 4 2 2 2 

Operations 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 1,2,3,4,5 7,8,9,10 All machines 

CMi 2 2 2 2 mins/move 

Time (Levell) (mins) 1440, 1920 1440, 1920 1440, 1920 2880, 3840 

Time (Level 2) (mins) 480/period 480/period 480/period 480/period 

Table 7.1: System Description 
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Part 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Operations 1,2,3 2,4,6 2,1 3,9,1 5,3,4 9,10,5,6 5,4,6 7,8 3,2,5 8,3,9,10 

Time (m) 4,3,3 2,5,2 5,2 2,5,1 5,2,5 2,3,4,1 2,5,4 1,4 2,5,3 4,5,4,1 

Table 7.2: Process Plans for Parts 

7.1 Levell 

The formulation for levell, along with the formulations for levels 2 and 3 are 

included in Appendix E. There are 68 constraints and 188 variables. The production 

as specified by the model for level 1 is presented in Table (7.3). 

The production assignment for period 1 of level 1 is 3838 minutes. This is 89 

% of the total time available. This reduced assignment results partly from the 

material handling constraints and partly from the capacity constraint for machines 

1 and 2. This is likely to result in lost production at lower levels, when the actual 

material handling assignments can be accurately determined. This tight assignment 

of material handling resources can be used as an indicator for production supervisors 

to keep track of a potential bottleneck in material handling resources. 

Another point worth noting is the production of part 10. Based on current system 

capabilities, it is not possible to produce this part since it requires 3 tools which fit 

on machine 3, and machine 3 has a tool magazine capacity of 2. However, this part 

is left in the production schedule at the moment, and should be determined to be 

infeasible at level 2. 
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7.2 Level 2 

Period 1 of level 1 becomes the production horizon for level 2. At level 2 production 

is planned for three periods, each of 480 minutes duration. It is assumed that the 

system operates unmanned, and tools are changed at the end/start of a shift. This 

corresponds to the conditions under which Model III was formulated in Chapter 5. 

The shortage cost is the shortage cost of period 1 oflevell, and the carrying cost is 

the carrying cost of period 1 of level 1 proportionally distributed over the periods 

of level 2. 

A solution obtained by using the heuristic detailed in Chapter 5 is presented 

in Table (7.4). An exact solution for this was not attainable using current integer 

programming solution resources. The lower bound obtained is 4,837. The heuristic 

terminates with an objective value of 13,994. This gives the ratio D* = 2.89. 

However, as pointed out above, part 10 cannot be produced. Examining the initial 

relaxed solution, which gives the lower bound, all parts are produced at demand 

levels. Thus, we can get a better estimate of the optimal solution by adding t.he 

shortage cost of part 10 to the L. P. solution and subtracting it's carrying costs. 

This gives the figure 

4,837 + 170 x 55 - 456 = 13,731. 

The solution obtained by the heuristic is 1.02 times this estimate. However, it 

must be remembered that this is not necessarily a lower bound, since eliminating 

infeasible parts from the production schedule will allow other parts to be reassigned 
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Part 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Holding Cost/period 15 24 36 45 24 27 18 21 27 12 

Shortage Cost/period 150 180 140 125 190 157 143 160 111 170 
-

Subcontracting cost/part 180 210 169 220 173 180 175 182 175 190 

Period 1 

Demand 51 45 60 66 26 27 36 66 42 57 

Production 51 45 60 0 26 27 36 66 42 55 

Shortage 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Subcontract 0 0 0 66 0 0 0 0 0 2 

Period 2 

Demand 45 76 90 85 100 120 55 92 80 100 

Production 45 76 90 0 77 110 55 92 0 0 

Shortage 0 0 0 85 0 10 0 0 80 0 

Subcontract 0 0 0 0 23 0 0 0 0 100 

Table 7.3: Levell Production 
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Part 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Demand 51 45 60 0 26 27 36 66 42 55 

Prod (1) 0 0 0 0 26 0 36 0 0 0 

Prod (2) 0 45 0 0 0 27 0 0 39 0 

Prod (3) 51 0 60 0 0 0 0 66 3 0 

Shortage 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 55 

Table 7.4: Level 2 Production 

Machine Tools /Period 

1 2 3 

1 4,5,6 2,3,6 1,2,5 

2 3,4 4,5 1,3 

3 - 9, 10 7,8 

Table 7.5: Level 2 Tool Loading 

for production, giving an improved solution. 

The tool loading is shown in Table (7.5) 

7.3 Level 3 

At level 3, additional tools are first added to increase routing flexibility, and alter

nate routes are then selected to equalize the workload. Each of the periods of level 

2 are solved independently. 
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Examining the tool loading of period 1 of level 2, there is an empty tool slot on 

machine 1. Machine 3 does not have any tools loaded on it since the production 

asignment for this period does not require operations 7 - 10, the only operations 

that can be performed by machine 3. 

Times required for each of the operations/tools of period 1 of level 2 are shown 

in Table (7.6) along with the parts that generate this processing requirement. 

Part Operations 

3 4 5 6 

5 52 130 130 

7 180 72 144 

Total 52 310 202 144 

Table 7.6: Processing Times 

There is an empty tool slot on machine 1 in period 1. Maximizing the sum 

of flexibility measure requires addition of tool 4. But since it is already loaded 

on machine 1, the next candidate is tool 5 for loading on machine 1. This too is 

already loaded. Continuing this selection procedure, tool 3 is selected for loading 

on machine 1. 

Using the tooling assignment made above, Table (7.7) shows the routes for each 

part. In Table (7.7) the operations performed by a machine are denoted by ma

chine( operationl, ... , operation n ). Without insertion of tool 3 on machine 1 there 

are a total of 4 routes for the parts, but with the insertion of tool 3 an additional 
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Part Process Plan Route Number Route # Moves 

5 5,3,4 1 1(5,3,4) 2 

2 2(5, 1(5,3), 2(4) 3 

3 2(5), 1(5),2(3,4) 3 

7 5,4,6 1 1(5,4,6) 3 

2 1(5),2( 4),1(6) 4 

Table 7.7: Routes for Level 2, Period 1 

route is possible. 

Formulation (6.7) - (6.10) takes the following form: 

(7.1) minZ 

subject to: 

(7.2) 18Y21 + 260Y51 + 130Y52 + 396Y71 + 324Y72 + 5Y91 + 8Y92 :5 480Z 

(7.3) 52Y52 + 182Y52 + 72Y72 + 2Y91 + 5Y92 :5 480Z 

(7.4) 6Y51 + 9Y52 + 9Y53 + 6Y71 + 12Y72 < 960 

(7.5) Y51 + Y52 + Y53 = 1 

(7.6) Y71 + Y72 = 1 

(7.7) Y2b Y5b Y52, Y53, Y7b Y72 ;:::: 0 

In this formulation the objective represents the maximum workload as a percent 

of the machine's capacity. Equations (7.3) and (7.4) are the utilizations of ma

chines 1 and 2. Equation (7.5) ensures material handling feasibility is maintained. 
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Equations (7.6) - (7.7) ensure the proportions of each part allocated to different 

routes sum to demand for the part during the period. Route assignments from this 

formulation are reported in Table (7.8). 

This plan can be given to the shop floor, where dispatching rules are decided and 

detailed scheduling decisions made. 

7.4 Level 4 

Part Route # Parts Route # Parts Route # Parts 

5 1(5,3,4) 0 1(5,3),2( 4) 0 1(5),2(4,3) 26 

7 1(5,4,6) 2 1(5),2( 4),1(6) 34 - -

Table 7.8: Route Assignments 
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Once the results from level 3 are passed to the shop floor, detailed decisions 

regarding dispatching rules need to be made. Dispatching can have a significant 

influence on the productivity of the system, and may result in excess idle times on 

machines due to starvation or blocking, or may cause deadlocks where all machines 

are blocked and all buffers are full. Further discussion of dispatching rules can be 

found in [Egeblu '88]. 

The layout of the test FMS is shown in Figure (7.1). Each machine has a buffer 

of 10 parts. The system was run for 1 shift (8 hours). Parts were dispatched in the 

following order : 

Part # Dispatched Frequency (mins) 

5 1 18 

7-1 1 160 

7-2 1 13 

Using Promod [Promod '89] for simulating the system, the statistics recorded are 

shown in Tables (7.9) and (7.10). 

It can be seen that all parts required were produced. Part 7-2 spends more time 

in movement and waiting for the AGV than the other parts. This is to be expected 

.41' 
since it requires 4 moves in the system, as opposed to 2 for part 7-1 and 3 for part 

5. 

From Table (7.10) we can see that the workload of the two machines is nearly 

the same. Machine 1 processes 96 parts, which is the total number of visits of the 

62 parts produced, since part 7-2 visits machine 1 twice. 
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Part Demand Output % Time 

Wait AGV In Operation In Queue 

5 26 26 11 40 17 

7-1 2 2 8 43 8 

7-2 34 34 24 24 25 

Table 7.9: Simulation Results: Part Statistics 

Machine Working Idle Blocked Thruput 

1 76 % 1% 22 % 96 parts 

2 75 % 0% 14 % 60 parts 

Table 7.10: Simulation Results: System Statistics 

Thus, using the hierarchy for the test example a feasible production schedule has 

been generated. 
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Chapter 8 

FUTURE RESEARCH AND CONCLUSIONS 

The hierarchical coordination framework proposed in this dissertation provides a 

number of opportunities for future research. A variety of models could be needed 

at level 2 to model various FMS environments. These models will generally need 

tailormade solution procedures. Several potential extensions are now introduced 

and solution procedures derived from existing algorithms are discussed. 

8.1 Future Research 

Extension of Tool Loading Heuristic 

At level 2, the heuristic has been implemented to solve the first of the static tool 

change models. It is possible to extend this heuristic to obtain solutions fo the other 

mod~ls as well. The following extensions are suggested: 

Multiple Slots per Operation Since the constraint 

is verified externally, is is not difficult to check the condition 

where, 

T Sjm is the number of slots required for operation j on machine m. A similar 

extension would assign T Sjm values based on the amount of processing performed 

by the tool. This extension allows recognition of tool life limits. 
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This will require a modification of the tool dropping costs as well, to account for 

the release of multiple spaces resulting from the dropping of an operation. 

Tool Shruring Among Operations The heuristic can be modified to include cases 

with tool sharing among operations. The feasibility check is the same as described 

above. However, when determining the operation to drop, only those tools that are 

unique to the operation will be removed. Thus, the operation is characterized by 

the number of unique tools it requires. 

Inclusion of Tool Setup Costs Tool setup costs can be included as a factor when 

determining the tool to be dropped. As an example, if a tool is loaded in periods 

t -1, t, and period t + 1, then if it is a candidate for dropping in period t, it will cause 

a tool unloading and a tool loading cost to be incurred. Also, dropping of tools in 

periods 1 and Nt will require consideration of appropriate loading/ unloading costs. 

Modified Algorithm for Level 3 

A modified algorithm is proposed for Level 3 which does not require generation of 

all possible routes a priori. Also, it is likely that the model proposed at Level 3 may 

result in lost production forced by the enforcement of machine time feasibility. This 

new model minimizes the lost production time and the transportation requirements. 

The algorithm is: 

1. Begin by considering one route, the preffered route for each part. This may be 

the route corresponding to the minimum number of machines visited. 

2. Solve model 



ROUTEFIND 

N K M 

min 2: 2: CikYikXi + 2: Bm'lrm 
i=l k=l m=l 

subject to: 

(8.1) 2:Yik=l Vi 
k 

N K 
(8.2) 2: 2: YiktikmXi - 8m < Am V m 

i=l k=l 

where, 

8m is the excess time required for machine m 

'lr m is a penalty cost for excess usage. 

Initially all 'lrm are set to zero. 
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3. For each machine with excess time allocated, select alternate routes for those 

parts being processed on these machines. The cost of excess usage , 7r m is set 

at the dual cost of the corresponding constraint of machine min 8.2. generate 

alternate routes. 

4. Include these alternate routes as variables and solve ROUTEFIND again. 

5. Iterate till some termination condition is satisifed Possible termination condi-

tions are: 

(a) 8m = 0 V m 

(b) The change in objective function is less than some € over successive itera-

tions. 
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( c) The number of iterations exceeds some preset limit. 

Algorithms for Constrained Visitation Indices 

At level 1, integer formulations for determination of the constrained visitation 

indices were presented. Algorithms for determination of these without having to 

resort to solution of the integer models need to be investigated. It is possible to 

obtain the contrained indices by beginning with the unconstrained solution, which 

is easy to obtain, and switching operations to machines without tool violations. 

However, this needs more investigation. 

Inclusion of Feedback 

At this time the only feedback is the time per move estimate for each part, 

determined by tracking the system and fed to Level 1. FUtllre investigation of the 

behavior of FMSs should concentrate on developing such indices to be fed back to 

higher levels so as to improve the performance of the system. 

8.2 Conclusions 

A four tiered hierarchical framework for production planning in Flexible Manufac

turing Systems has been presented. A classification of FMSs based on operating 

policies has been done, and this framework has been applied in the representation 

of the production planning models of these systems. Use is made of the different 

flexibilities inherent in an FMS at different levels to improve decisions. 

At level one production planning is done for the FMS over a medium term 
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horizon. Allocation of material handling resources has been considered at at this 

level based on a combination of estimated movement requirements for parts and 

on historical data relating to the actual material movement that takes place in the 

system. Methods for estimating the movement requirements have been detailed. 

The second level determines the tools to be loaded on the F'MS for a short term 

planning horizon. Different models have been presented and a solution methodol

ogy detailed and implemented. The computational performance of the algorithm 

has been tested. Extension of this algorithm to solve different models has been 

discussed. 

At the third level the routing flexibility of FMSs has been utilized to alleviate 

material handling costs. Reallocation of workload to equalize the workload among 

machines has been discussed. 

This framework has been applied to a test system. 

This framework can be utilized to prescribe production targets at different levels, 

tool loading on machines under various operating policies and route assignments for 

parts. It can also be used to describe the effects of new parts upon current part 

mixes, the impact of machine breakdown resulting in reduced machine capacity, 

and machine and material handling utilizations. It can be used as a tool for research 

relating to different models for the different levels, and can be used in development 

of tailormade systems for specific FMSs by modifying or extending existing models. 
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APPENDIX A 

PARAMETERS FOR TEST EXAMPLE - LEVEL 2 

The trajectory of the objective function obtained by the heuristic with the fol

lowing test data was charted in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 of Chapter 5. The FMS 

consists of three machines, described by Table 8.1. Information relating to the 

ten part mix is given in Table (8.2). There are ten operations in the system, and 

production and tooling is planned for three periods. Table (8.3) is the system de

scription corresponding to the second test in Chapter 5, Section 3. Parts described 

in Table (refparts) are also used for this test, and production and tooling is planned 

for three periods. 

Machine 1 Machine 2 Machine 3 

Tool Capacity 3 3 2 

Operations 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 1,2,3,4,5 7,8,9,10 

Time 480,480,480 480,480,480 480,480,480 

Table 8.1: System Description: Test 1 

The part set is described by the following parameters : 
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Part Operations Demand Shortage Carrying 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Cost Cost 

1 4 3 3 51 150 10 

2 2 5 2 45 170 15 

3 2 5 60 180 25 

4 1 2 5 66 140 30 

5 2 5 5 42 125 15 

6 4 1 2 3 72 190 16 

7 5 2 4 36 157 12 

8 1 4 66 143 18 

9 5 2 3 42 161 14 

10 5 4 4 1 57 111 13 

Table 8.2: Part Description 

Machine 1 Machine 2 Machine 3 

Tool Capacity 3 3 2 

Operations 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 1,2,3,4,5 6,7,8,9,10 

Time 480,480,480 480,480,480 480,480,480 

Table 8.3: System Description 
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APPENDIX B 

RESULTS FOR LEVEL 2 EXPERIMENT 1 

The results of each of the experiments for Level 2 are presented in the tables 

that follow. The same nomenclature has been used here : 

a.h.c.d 

where: 

• "a" is the number of machines for that case, { 3,5, 7 } 

• "h" is the number of operations, { 15,25,50, 100 } 

• "c" is the level of overlapp { 1,2,3 } 

• "d" is the random part set number { 1, ... ,5 } 

Test Case: 3.15.1 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

3.15.1.1 82553.0 1.005 10 

3.15.1.2 63889.0 1.007 26 

3.15.1.3 70339.81 1.094 30 

3.15.1.4 79860 1.002 11 

3.15.1.5 79922 1.003 4 
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Test Case: 3.15.2 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

3.15.2.1 80639 1.000 7 

3.15.2.2 59450 1.000 4 

3.15.2.3 63263 1.001 11 

3.15.2.4 74913 1.001 2 

3.15.2.5 71820 1.005 8 

Test Case: 3.15.3 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

3.15.3.1 74746 1.002 18 

3.15.3.2 59699 1.018 39 

3.15.3.3 62184 1.027 38 

3.15.3.4 71545 1.000 7 

3.15.3.5 68904 1.004 26 

Test Case: 3.25.1 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

3.25.1.1 128049 1.723 64 

3.25.1.2 117325 1.730 70 

3.25.1.3 128531 1.920 30 

3.25.1.4 101925 1.133 17 

3.25.1.5 59077 1.000 3 
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Test Case: 3.25.2 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

3.25.2.1 72596 1.067 22 

3.25.2.2 76168 1.149 24 

3.25.2.3 92130 1.426 27 

3.25.2.4 91459 1.201 18 

3.25.2.5 58668 1.000 6 

Test Case: 3.25.3 

Case II Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

3.25.3.1 64622 1.010 21 

3.25.3.2 72053 1.104 27 

3.25.3.3 64895 1.033 18 

3.25.3.4 73842 1.073 27 

3.25.3.5 58412 1.020 18 

Test Case: 3.50.1 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

3.50.1.1 102933 1.680 18 

3.50.1.2 69134 1.117 16 

3.50.1.3 76472 1.151 10 

3.50.1.4 116653 1.612 24 

3.50.1.5 102635 1.358 19 
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Test Case: 3.50.2 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

3.50.2.1 73641 1.222 16 

3.50.2.2 61178 1.036 13 

3.50.2.3 72935 1.128 21 

3.50.2.4 78705 1.092 19 

3.50.2.5 64929 1.015 19 

Test Case: 3.50.3 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

3.50.3.1 60294 1.058 23 

3.50.3.2 58401 1.019 23 

3.50.3.3 63133 1.031 16 

3.50.3.4 72287 1.035 18 

3.50.3.5 63754 1.052 20 

Test Case: 3.100.1 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

3.100.1.1 133420 1.790 16 

3.100.1.2 68490 1.019 9 

3.100.1.3 92639 1.144 13 

3.100.1.4 84807 1.485 21 

3.100.1.5 62622 1.026 9 
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Test Case: 3.100.2 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

3.100.2.1 71940 1.096 15 

3.100.2.2 64553 1.190 9 

3.100.2.3 90460 1.154 11 

3.100.2.4 68894 1.171 16 

3.100.2.5 65492 1.090 17 

Test Case: 3.100.3 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

3.100.3.1 60616 1.023 19 

3.100.3.2 63167 1.089 17 

3.100.3.3 78174 1.001 13 

3.100.3.4 66816 1.158 21 

3.100.3.5 62057 1.052 19 

Test Case: 5.25.1 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

5.25.1.1 115657 1.036 19 

5.25.1.2 11384 1.007 4 

5.25.1.3 115371 1.059 13 

5.25.1.4 128479 1.272 20 

5.25.1.5 99563 1.055 10 
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.-
Test Case: 5.25.2 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

5.25.2.1 98124 1.004 16 

5.25.2.2 105796 1.006 4 

5.25.2.3 92385 1.000 8 

5.25.2.4 98281 1.020 19 

5.25.2.5 83448 1.026 9 

Test Case: 5.25.3 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

5.25.3.1 87257 1.020 27 

5.25.3.2 102139 1.004 6 

5.25.3.3 84684 1.000 7 

5.25.3.4 88543 1.036 21 

5.25.3.5 79882 1.006 25 

Test Case: 5.50.1 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

5.50.1.1 132415 1.528 29 

5.50.1.2 128214 1.162 21 

5.50.1.3 134950 1.070 27 

5.50.1.4 160800 1.150 24 

5.50.1.5 109699 1.189 20 
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Test Case: 5.50.2 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

5.50.2.1 86818 1.076 30 

5.50.2.2 104544 1.074 21 

5.50.2.3 104826 1.038 27 

5.50.2.4 143663 1.092 19 

5.50.2.5 98383 1.185 26 

Test Case: 5.50.3 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

5.50.3.1 80426 1.035 37 
-

5.50.3.2 82185 1.005 11 

5.50.3.3 96590 1.002 6 

5.50.3.4 109855 1.025 14 

5.50.3.5 83641 1.044 36 

Test Case: 5.100.1 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

5.100.1.1 142921 1.128 26 

5.100.1.2 192201 1.370 28 

5.100.1.3 127889 1.058 17 

5.100.1.4 185298 1.415 31 

5.100.1.5 132169 1.050 20 
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Test Case: 5.100.2 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

5.100.2.1 109660 1.047 26 

5.100.2.2 124281 1.025 27 

5.100.2.3 97621 1.002 26 

5.100.2.4 144356 1.253 39 

5.100.2.5 113778 1.025 29 

Test Case: 5.100.3 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

5.100.3.1 88935 1.040 13 

5.100.3.2 103253 1.018 27 

5.100.3.3 92684 1.002 30 

5.100.3.4 107046 1.014 39 

5.100.3.5 97973 1.003 29 

Test Case: 7.50.1 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 
.. 

7.50.1.1 21050 1.040 12 

7.50.1.2 126337 1.130 20 

7.50.1.3 206836 1.070 18 

7.50.1.4 148881 1.088 16 

7.50.1.5 200587 1.340 22 
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Test Case: 7.50.2 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

7.50.2.1 163958 1.220 28 

7.50.2.2 121502 1.150 28 

7.50.2.3 164544 1.006 17 

7.50.2.4 106330 1.025 14 

7.50.2.5 140077 1.208 29 

Test Case: 7.50.3 --
I 

Case Objective I % Lower Bound Iterations 
I 

7.50.3.1 85038 1.001 8 

7.50.3.2 79594 1.000 5 

7.50.3.3 103206 1.040 38 

7.50.3.4 87351 1.001 18 

7.50.3.5 90757 1.032 39 

Test Case: 7.100.1 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

7.100.1.1 176182 1.340 33 

7.100.1.2 174814 1.540 25 

7.100.1.3 187944 1.213 33 

7.100.1.4 236983 1.240 24 

7.100.1.5 290328 1.312 15 
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Test Case: 7.100.2 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

7.100.2.1 157907 1.302 42 

7.100.2.2 109912 1.240 36 

7.100.2.3 169265 1.237 42 

7.100.2.4 228613 1.300 22 

7.100.2.5 264349 1.230 18 

Test Case: 7.100.3 

Case Objective % Lower Bound Iterations 

7.100.3.1 98194 1.150 50 

7.100.3.2 82997 1.080 56 

7.100.3.3 105178 1.079 52 

7.100.3.4 88213 1.010 19 

7.100.3.5 91240 1.037 55 
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APPENDIX C 

RESULTS FOR LEVEL2, EXPERIMENT 2 

Detailed results for the second experiment at Level 2 are presented in the tables 

of this section. These are summarized in Table? of Chapter 5. The columns of the 

tables are: 

n"': As defined earlier, it is the ratio of the objective at termination to the L.P. 

Solution for the problem. 

i"': This is the number of iterations fm' termination. 

Most of the runs are made with P'" = 1. When P'" = 2 has been usc:! for a run, 

a footnote indicates the P'" = 1 result for the run along with the iterations taken 

fo r termination 

Random Seed: 76386366 

# 0% Overlap 50 % Overlap 100 % Overlap 

of L. P. Solution: 46893 L. P. Solution: 19325 L. P. Solution: 10448 

Tools n'" r n'" r n'" i'" 

15 1.85 10 2.85 10 2.18a 71 

20 1.29 8 1.35 15 1.01b 19 

25 1.13 8 1.13 6 1.00 2 

50 1.00 1 1.00 1 1.00 1 

Table 4.2.2: Results for Run 2, Experiment 2, Level 2 

°3.42,24 
b1.71,20 



Random Seed: 843848894 

# 0% Overlap 50 % Overlap 100 % Overlap 

of L. P. Solution: 31957 L. P. Solution: 14193 L. P. Solution: 9115 

Tools D* r D* r D* r 

15 1.24 10 1.47 17 1.63a 74 

20 1.20 8 1.04 15 1.07 20 

25 1.00 3 1.00 10 1.00 1 

50 1.00 1 1.00 1 1.00 1 

Table 4.2.2: Results for Run 2, Experiment 2, Level 2 

°2.61,25 

Random Seed: 510216907 

# 0% Overlap 50 % Overlap 100 % Overlap 

of L. P. Solution: 53369 L. P. Solution: 33968 L. P. Solution: 15544 

Tools D* r D* r D* r 

15 2.68 16 3.93 16 1.92a 69 

20 2.57 14 2.89 14 1.18b 53 

25 2.43 13 2.33 14 1.00 8 

50 1.00 1 1.00 1 1.00 1 

Table4.2.1: Results for Run 1, Experiment 2, Level 2 

°3.10,25 
b2.87,25 
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Random Seed:1226701599 

# 0% Overlap 50 % Overlap 100 % Overlap 

of L. P. Solution: 24692 L. P. Solution: 15279 L. P. Solution: 12334 

Tools D* r D* r D* r 

15 1.85 16 2.54 21 1.52a 62 

20 1.00 1 1.00 1 1.00 1 

25 1.00 1 1.07 6 1.00 5 

50 1.00 1 1.00 1 1.00 1 

Table 4.2.2: Results for Run 2, Experiment 2, Level 2 

°3.07,26 

Random Seed:780987080 

# 0% Overlap 50 % Overalp 100 % Overlap 

of L. P. Solution: 35733 L. P. Solution: 17332 L. P. Solution: 9734 

Tools D* r* D* r D* r 
., 

15 2.01 11 1.58 16 1.25a 71 

20 1.26 14 1.31 18 1.00 1 

25 1.00 7 1.00 7 1.00 2 

50 1.00 1 1.00 1 1.00 1 

Table 4.2.2: Results for Run 2, Experiment 2, Level 2 

°2.10,25 



APPENDIX D 

FORMULATION FOR CH7, LEVEL 1 

In this formulation, the following notation is used: 

1. P * * corresponds to Pjmt • 

2. Y * * corresponds to lit. 

3. I * * corresponds to lit. 

4. S * * corresponds to Sit. 

5. X * * corresponds to X it . 

The formulation is 

MIN P111 + P211 + P311 + P411 + P511 + P611 + P711 

+ P112 + P212 + P312 + P412 + P512 + P612 + P712 

+ P111 + P211 + P311 + P411 + P521 

+ P112 + P212 + P312 + P412 + P522 

+ P711 + P811 + P911 + P011 

~ P712 + P812 '+ P912 + P012 

162 

+ 80 Y11 + 80 Y12 + 110 Y21 + 110 Y22 + 69 Y31 ~ 69 Y32 + 120 Y41 + 120 

Y42 

+ 73 Y51 + 73 Y52 + 80 Y61 + 80 Y62 + 75 Y71 + 75 Y72 + 82 Y81 + 82 Y82 

+ 75 Y91 + 75 Y92 + 90 Y01 + 90 Y02 + 95 YA1 + 95 YA2 + 72 YB1 + 72 YB2 

+ 82 YC1 + 82 YC2 + 75 YD1 + 75 YD2 + 61 YE1 + 61 YE2 + 51 YF1 + 51 YF2 
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+ 99 YG1 + 99 YG2 + 76 YH1 + 76 YH2 + 55 YI1 + 55 YI2 + 64 YJ1 + 64 YJ2 

+ 30 111 + 15 112 + 44 121 + 22 122 + 76 131 + 38 132 + 90 141 + 45 142 

+ 46 151 + 23 152 + 48 161 + 24 162 + 36 171 + 18 172 + 42 181 + 21 182 

+ 40 191 + 20 192 + 26 I01 + 13 I02 + 36 IA1 + 18 IA2 + 60 IB1 + 30 IB2 

+ 60 IC1 + 30 IC2 + 40 I01 + 20 I02 + 52 IE1 + 26 IE2 + 28 IF1 + 14 IF2 

+ 50 IG1 + 25 IG2 + 38 IH1 + 19 IH2 + 36 1I1 + 18 1I2 + 24 IJ1 + 12 IJ2 

+ 50 511 + 150 512 + 80 521 + 180 522 + 40 531 + 140 532 

+ 25 541 + 125 542 

+ 90 551 + 190 552 + 57 561 + 157 562 + 43 571 + 143 572 

+ 60 581 + 160 582 

+ 11 591 + 111 592 + 70 501 + 170 502 + 90 5A1 + 190 5A2 

+ 20 5B1 + 120 5B2 

+ 22 5C1 + 122 5C2 + 50 501 + 150 502 + 20 5E1 + 120 5E2 

+ 16 5F1 + 116 5F2 

+ 30 5G1 + 130 5G2 + 37 5H1 + 137 5H2 + 52 511 + 152 512 

+ 47 5J1 + 147 5J2 

5UBJECT TO 

2) P111 + P211 + P311 + P411 + P511 + P611 + P711 <= 960 

3) P112 + P212 + P312 + P412 + P512 + P612 + P712 <= 960 

4) P121 + P221 + P321 + P421 + P521 <= 960 

5) P122 + P222 + P322 + P422 + P522 <= 960 

6) P731 + P831 + P931 + P031 <= 960 
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7) P732 + P832 + P932 + P032 <= 960 

8) -Plll - P121 + 4 Xll + 2 X31 + X41 + 5 XAl + 3 XCl + 2 XEl + 2 XFl 

<= 0 

9) - P211 - P221 + 3 Xl1 + 2 X21 + 5 X31 + 5 X91 + 4 XAl 

+ 3 XBl + 6 XCl + 3 XD1 + 6 XHl <= 0 

10) - P311 - P321 + 3 Xll + 2 X41 + 2 X51 + 2 X91 

+ 5 XOl + 2 XAl + 4 XBl + XEl + 4 XFl <= 0 

11) - P411 - P421 + 5 X21 + 5 X51 + 5 X71 + XB1 + 5 XGl + 3 XJl <= 0 

12) - P511 - P521 + 5 X51 + 4 X61 + 2 X71 + 3X91 + XEl + 3 XH1 <= 0 

13) - P611 + 2 X21 + X61 + 4 X71 + 2 XDl + XE1 + 3 Xll <= 0 

14) - P711 - P731 + X81 + 5 XDl + 2 XGl + 5 XIi <= 0 

15) - P831 + 4 X81 + 4 XOl + XE1 + 5 XJl <= 0 

16) - P931 + 5 X41 + 2 X61 + 4 X01 + 2 XEl + 4 XFl + 2 XHl + 4 XJl <= 

0 

17) - P031 + 3 X61 + XOi + XJi <= 0 

i8) - P112 - P122 + 4 X12 + 2 X32 + X42 + 5 XA2 

+ 3 XC2 + 2 XE2 + 2 XF2 <= 0 

19) - P212 - P222 + 3 X12 + 2 X22 + 5 X32 + 5 X92 + 4 XA2 + 3 XB2 + 6 

XC2 

+ 3 XD2 + 6 XH2 <= 0 

20) - - P322 + 3 X12 + 2 X42 + 2 X52 + 2 X92 

+ 5 X02 + 2 XA2 + 4 XB2 + XE2 + 4 XF2 <= 0 
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21) - P412 - P422 + 5 X22 + 5 X52 + 5 X72 + XB2 + 5 XG2 + 3 XJ2 <= 0 

22) - P512 - P522 + 5 X52 + 4 X62 + 2 X72 + 3X92 + XE2 + 3 XH2 <= 0 

23) - P612 + 2 X22 + X62 + 4 X72 + 2 XD2 + XE2 + 3 XI2 <= 0 

24) - P712 - P732 + X82 + 5 XD2 + 2 XG2 + 5 XI2 <= 0 

25) - P832 + 4 X82 + 4 X02 + XE2 + 5 XJ2 <= 0 

26) - P932 + 5 X42 + 2 X62 + 4 X02 + 2 XE2 + 4 XF2 + 2 XH2 + 4 XJ2 <= 

o 

27) - P032 + 3 X62 + X02 + XJ2 <= 0 

28) 2 Xii + 2 X21 + 2 X31 + 4 X41 + 2 X51 + 3 X61 + 2 X71 

+ 2 X81 + 2 X91 + 4 X01 + 2 XA1 + 2 XB1 + 2 XCi 

+ 3 XD1 + 5 XE1 + 4 XF1 + 3 XG1 + 4 XH1 + 2 Xli + 3 XJ1 <= 576 

29) 2 X12 + 2 X22 + 2 X32 + 4 X42 + 2 X52 + 3 X62 + 2 X72 

+ 2 X82 + 2 X92 + 4 X02 + 2 XA2 + 2 XB2 + 2 XC2 + 3 XD2 

+ 5 XE2 + 4 XF2 + 3 XG2 + 4 XH2 + 2 XI2 + 3 XJ2 <= 576 

30) Y11 - 111 +S11 + Xii = 51 

31) Y12 + 111 - I12 -S11 + S12 + X12 = 0 

32) Y21 - 121 + S21 + X21 = 45 

33) Y22 + 121 - 122 - S21 + S22 + X22 = 0 

34) Y31 - 131 + S31 + X31 = 60 

35) Y32 + 131 - 132 - S31 + S32 + X32 = 0 

36) Y41 - 141 + S41 + X41 = 66 

37) Y42 + 141 - 142 - S41 + S42 + X42 = 0 
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38) Y51 - 151 + S51 + X51 = 42 

39) Y52 + 151 - 152 - S51 + S52 + X52 = 0 

40) Y61 - 161 1- S61 + X61 = 72 

41) Y62 + 161 - 162 - S61 + S62 + X62 = 0 

42) Y71 - 171 + S71 + X71 = 36 

43) Y72 + 171 - 172 - S71 + S72 + X72 = 0 

44) Y81 - 181 + S81 + X81 = 66 

45) Y82 + 181 - 182 - S81 + S82 + X82 = 0 

46) Y91 - 191 +-S91 + X91 = 42 

47) Y92 + 191 - 192 - S91 + S92 + X92 = 0 

48) YOl - IOl + SOl + XOl = 57 

49) Y02 + IOl - I02 - SOl + S02 + X02 = 0 

50) YAl - IAl + SAl + XAl = 0 

51) YA2 + IA1 - IA2 - SAl + SA2 + XA2 = 55 

52) YBl - IB1 + SBl + XBl = 0 

53) YB2 + IBl - IB2 - SBl + SB2 + XB2 = 65 

54) YCl - IC1 + SCl + XCl = 0 

55) YC2 + ICl - IC2 - SCl + SC2 + XC2 = 5~ 

56) YDl - IDl + SDl + XDl = 0 

57) YD2 + IDl - ID2 - SDl + SD2 + XD2 = 60 

58) YEl - IEl + SEl + XEl = 0 

59) YE2 + IEl - IE2 - SEl + SE2 + XE2 = 55 
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60) YFl - IF1 + SF! + XFl = 0 

61) YF2 + IFl - IF2 - SF1 + SF2 + XF2 = 45 

62) YGl - IGl + SGl + XGl = 0 

63) YG2 + IGl - IG2 - SGl + SG2 + XG2 = 76 

64) YHl - IHl + SHl + XHl = 0 

65) YH2 + IHl - IH2 - SHl + SH2 + XH2 = 52 

66) Yll - IIi +SIi + Xll = 0 

67) YI2 + IIi - 1I2 - SIl + SI2 + XI2 = 45 

68) YJl - IJl + SJl + XJl .- 0 

69) YJ2 + lJi - IJ2 - SJl + SJ2 + XJ2 = 39 
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